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By Tim Thornton Main Street and into the Memor-
U niversity Police ~re seeking ial Union Building. Police ar-
an unidentified _ white male · rived at the scene but the flasher 
wanted in conjuncton .with was lost in the MUB crowd. 
repeated cases of indecent ex- "It wasn't a chase," said Alix, 
posure to female residents of "we just kind of followed him." 
Fairchild Hall over the past Kelley said the suspect has 
several weeks. acted similarly in all instances: 
Police said there have been . After entering the study lounge, 
four incidents of exposure in he pretends to read a book. H~ 
the dormitory since the begining engages the females in routine 
of the semester, but only two conversation to get their atten-
were reported to U l!iversity tion, and· then exposes .himself. 
Police. 
The most recent occurrence Kelley said the first time the 
took place on Monday after- victims "just thought it was a 
noon. A slender young male joke or something." 
with blonde hair entered Fair- "We don't recommend that 
child and flashed females in the st11dents apprehend these p~o-
first floor study lounge. Res- pie at all," said University Police 
Detective Paul Dean. idents called police and the 
suspect fled. Dean asked. that anyone with 
Dormitory president Coleen information pertaining to the 
Kelley and resident Joyce Alix_ exposure incidents _contact Uni-
- then pursued the suspect up versity Police at 862-1427. 
INSIDE 
Hearty appetites for 
Foodf and Dudes-
create a _class crisis, . 
Page2 
Seven students assaulted 
By Joanne Marino 
Seven incidents of sexual 
assault have heen reported since 
classes started nearly three 
weeks ago, according to Director 
of University Relations Phyllis 
W. Bennett. 
The assaults have occurred 
at various times and all the cases 
ate being investigated, Bennett 
said. She emphasized that only 
three formal compl_aints have 
been filed and are currently 
being settled judicially by the 
University. 
Bennett said four of the 
incidents were reported by the 
alleged victims while three were 
brought to the University's 
attention by a third party. 
Bennett said all the assaults 
. were reported to the Sexual 
Harrassment And Rape Prev-
ention P-rogram (SHARPP) 
except one. That particular 
incident occurred two years ago, 
and was recently reported to the 
Durham Police Department, 
Bennett said. 
University Police denied that 
any official reports were filed 
and said there have only been 
"rumors." Durham Police also 
said that no official reports had 
been filed. 
Bennett, speaking in cqnjunc.: 
tion with Dean of Student 
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn, said 
the U ni:versity did not release 
the information sooner in an ' 
effort to confirm the incidents. 
"Our first commitmenf is to 
the alleged victim and we have 
to get some information from . 
t!'ie investigation," Bennett said . 
"We are acting in a very timely 
iway." 
· Dr. Peter H. Patterson, di-
rector of health services, said 
the information they received 
is kept confidential "in order 
to assure that students have 
complete confidence in report-
ing these events." 
Patterson said the.incidents 
are a·· major concern to the 
University. He said students 
should not panic, but educate 
themselves in regards to the 
situation. , 
'Tm not sure that the number 
of incidents are different from 
any other year," Patterson said. 
"There's no maniac out there." 
Patterson said he is working 
with Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, 
Public Relations Director of 
Health Services, and Eve Good-
man, Director of SHARPP, to 
help create rmore awareness 
programs on campus. 
Bennett said the administra- ' 
tion will provide more infor-
mation next week and U niver-
s i ty President Gordon A. 
Haaland will release a letter 
· concerning the incidents. 
Concern over alcohol · 
TiJ!te·mag'azine examines UNH . 
By J~nrnft:f Bourque . of authority figures, therefore ,The first weekend of the 
A brief mention of UNH ·in less lim .. itations;" --said" Gildea- semester for freshmen: only, 
Time ·magazine has brought Dinzeo. · August 26-29, went exception-
discussion of underage student Gildea-Dinzeo said a desire ally smoothly, said Beaudoin. _ 
alcohol use back to the front to take part in the social scene But the following two weekends 
burner. on campus institutes alcohol wete very disappointing, he 
A story on f[eshmen entering consumption as a common ac- added. 
the college world in the Sep- tivity: There were many more drink-
tember 12, issue of Time showed Chief R; W. Beaudoin of the , ing related problems those 
that freshmen experimentation University police department weekends, said Beaudoin. 
with alcohol can lead to p'rob- · said that sometimes this free- ~ Cindy Garthwaite, a member 
lems. dam can go sour. · of the UNH concluct board 
The s1tory states, ": .. freshmen 'Tm concerned about what suggested changing the way the 
constitute more than half of all appears to be a visible abuse. of University views alcohol use as 
. (UNH) students who end up alcohol," said Beaudoin. "It a solution to its abuse. She said 
at health services for overcon;- disturbs me that a fine young more attention should be paid 
sumption of alcohol and drugs.''. person just gets so drunk that to . the way students use alcohol 
The statistic is a result of the they don'\ know what they are rather than if they are breaking 
pressures and newfound free- doing. It's very sad'." the laws by using it. 
dam first year college students Beaudoin said that so far this "When we s~e people drink-
face, according to Associa(e · semester there have been 13 ing I'd rather be able to focus 
Director of Health Education : welfare checks on students to on how they are using alcohol 
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo. determine whether they are rather than how old they are,"1 
"For freshmen ther~' is a loss unconscious. said Garthwaite. 
Drinking is a commonplace hobby for freshmen: (Jill Brady photo) 
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No more · room £Or roamerS, in Foods ilnd ;Dudesi 
. By Bryan Alexander - I yearn to flee. Alas, it is too late. 
Cornrac!,es, · · . · Breaking into Food and Peo-
· Wednesday, according to. Major 
Roger Beaudoin, ·chief of Uni-
versity P,olice. I have come to class dressed ple 401 is. not as easy as it used 
li,ke a r·egular student -:- to be. 
V ua-rnets, sneak(Jrs, Jams, the · To ensure students enrolled 
whole bit. There is a line qutside in the class were not crowded 
the room. ·· I_ blend with the out of seats this semester; 
.crowd. My pulse quickens. , security guards were placed 
Samuel Smith, the professor 
of the course, said the members 
of U niv"ersity Police d~d not 
allow people inside who were 
not registered for the afternoon. 
The guards checked the stu-
dents'' i.d.'s for a sticker plac~d 
on the back, signifying they wei::e 
in the correct class and section. 
The guard at the door asks outside the lecture hall _during 
for identification· from each the afternoon section. The 
stude.nt; My turn approaches. precaution finished after class 
While Smith said he did not 
implement the guard policy, he 
said he understands the ratio-
nale behind it. 
· "It is to protect the seats for 
those .who · paid for theJn," saH 
Smith . . 
Smith said studen~s missing 
the morping section and sitting 
th~uµgh the afternoon class has 
always been a problem with the 
popular general education class. 
"Even when the classes were 
I i1i~~~;~;~;:;:~:;:;; 
.
·-~l.1 __ '._••... _ _ h-:i~rs would not get a seat, 
" "Obviously the fire depart-
ment takes a dim view to people 
:l sitting on the floor (in the. 
... aisle)," said Smith. 
:i:' The problem was com-
pounded when the class was 
slated for an 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
time slot, he said. The early class 
> gives more of ah incentive to 
-~. sleep through the morning, said 
Smith. · . 
The class was changed to this 
... while a few desperate outlaws attempt to claw their way 
in. (Brian Alexander photo) 
dasses ar the University are ':O deal with_red tape before 
between 10 a.m: and Tp.m. She entering the classroom late. 
said these time are oversaturat- "It's a paiIJ.in the neck and 
ed with classes. ridiculous," said Deame. "I don't 
Smith agreed to have the class need that." 
moved to less requested times, Kirsti F-razier said it is a 
said Thomas. If more classes hassle, but she is sympathetic 
follow this lead the scheduling to the problem. . 
problems student encounter will "~ can understand, because 
be lessoned, she said. I want to have a seat;'' said 
Smith saic;l the early time does Frazier. 
not affect his usual 5 :30 a.m. Andrew Rizzo, a junior, ad-
w"akeup time, but it does sHghtly mitred he slipped through the 
affect the. m@ssage his students ~ tight web of security- once. He 
receive from him. . · said he was late and"did riot want 
. "I arri a more effective teacher to make . a scene. 
when the students. are happy "I didn't mean to sneak in, 
with their time slots," said I just snuck in," said Rizzo. "I 
Smith. did not warit to attract atten-
Dealing with security clear- tion." 
9v~rcrowding Qf the Food and PeQple 
-~a~ds to the do~!~·· 
time slot to relieve the over-J> ,rowding of ,classes in popular 
t, times, said Registrar Stephanie 
brought security Thomas. 
ance is not bad either, said uvo you have anything to 
Smith, even though "it sounds indieate you are in this section," 
like hell when people tell you the guard a1ks one student 
that you have to h~ve an iden- withouJ an I.D. I am doomed. 
tification card to get into class." There must be a simpler waj 
Students had mixed reactions tb s_teal the names of all the B 
to the ·security guards. ~aura vitamins from· these imperialist 
.. -
I 
/· .;, . 
- · Poland cancel~ talks · 
The Polish government Tuesday cancelled t~lks 
with Solidarity oppositiqn planned for this we·ek 
that , would address the nation's · future. The 
gov~rnment officials said the opposition has broken 
terms set by Solidarity Leader Le~h Walesa. Solidarity 
claimed the only prec9ndition for the talks we.re 
to end the workers' sttike. 
Walesa persuaded striker:s to end Poland's worst 
wave of labor turmoil in seven years to allow the 
talks to begin. The government earlier said that 
· the talks would start automatically once the strikes 
stopped. 
Government spokesman Jerzy Urban said he still . 
hoped the talks eventually would take place and 
be fruitful. A member of the ruling Politburo said 
on state-run television that the talks could begin 
-within the next few days. · ' 
The discussions are to consider Solidarity's statu§ 
in addition' to the other econ6mic problems · Poland 
is faced with. 1 
After nation-wide _,strikes, tl;ie government ag~eed 
to the negotiations on Aug. 31 and prorriised they 
would cover Solidarity's foture, the broader issue 
of pluralism and workers' grievances. 
Iran, Iraq talks stalled 
Stalled peace negotiations between Iran and Iraq 
on a comprehensive settlement to the Persian Gulf 
war recessed earlier this week in Geneva. The United 
-Nations proposed a resumption of the talks in New 
York. However, Iraq said it weuld only attend one 
meeting in New York and called on the two sides 
to agree first on a date for resuming the UJ'.,J.-
mediated talks in Geneva after their meeting in 
New York. U.N. mediator Jan Eliasson told a news 
conference the peace talks would resume in New 
York or around Sept. 22. · 
· Thomas said that most of the 
Monday~ Wednesday, Friday 
Deame,_ a ~ophomore, said she pigs. · 
had an mCident where she had - · I fret. · 
. . -- "·-- ~ -- -- . . __ ,_ 
t . 
North must comply 
The Senate Foriegn Relations committee voted 
· Wednesday to give lawyers for retired Lt. Col. Oliver 
North 10 additional days to comply with a supoena 
to turn over uncensored copies of the secret 
notebooks that North maintained while working · 
at the White House. 
The committee had been scheduled to vote on 
recommending that the foll .Senate hold North in . 
contempt of Congress for not turni.ng over the 
notebooks, which had been supoenaed in April. 
· However, at the urging of Sen. John F. Kerry (MA-
. D), who is seeking the notebooks in conjunction 
with a subcommittee investigation of international 
narcotics trafficking, the committee voted 11-9 
to narrow its request for Nortnro turn over only 
the notebooks that he maintained at the National 
. Security Council.. 
-Senate gives up abortion · 
The Senate surrendered to political reality earlier 
this week and gave up its' fight to permit federally 
funded abortions for economically disadvantaged 
victims of rape and incest. 
Facing strong house opposition, a White House 
veto threat and a prospect of a $140 billion social 
spending bill held hostage to the abortion coo.trov-
ersy, the chamber agreed by y_oice vote to· scrap 
its position. · 
The vote came after two roll calls in which 
members first refus.ed, 46-44, and then agreed, 47-
43, to kill the motion insistent on allowing federal 
Medicaid payments for abortions in pro_mptly 
reported rape and incest cases. 
', 
I 
A case of pig abuse 
The lawyer defending a mother who dressed her 
7 -year old, son up like a pig as punishment charged 
that a court,.imposed gag order was, a 'smoke screen'. 
William O'Connor leveled the accusation during 
a pretrial hearing in Municipal Court where. Mary 
Bergamasco, 2-9, an unemployed mother of two, 
faces child abuse charges stemming from the June 
incident. , 
Authorities said Bergamasco dressed her son' 
like a pig and put hin:i on display in front of her 
home, after he had been naughty and committed 
several petty thefts. She placed a makeshift snout 
on his face. 
Bergam.asco defended the action, saying her tactic 
was better than beating him. She added that she 
learned obedience the same way as a child. 
Senate hacks new mo~ey 
With little debate, the Senate Wednesday 
approved legislation to modernize the designs .of 
some coins and to issue special coins commemorating 
the centennials ohix states and the 100th birthday 
of Dwight D. Eisenhower. The Senate acted on 
a voice vote, sending the three separate bills to 
the House where at least one and possibly two of 
them face strong opposition. The most cont_roversial 
measure in the House calls for redes.igning the 
reverse sides of the penny, nicke1, dime and quarter. 
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is accepting intercollege transfer applications 
between September 19 and September _23rd. 
would · like to know · 
what you think of us. 
Se-nd Letters to the 
--Editor to: · 
. lnformatton and applications are available 
The New Hampshire 
Room 151 -
-at the group .meetings scheduled: r -MUB 
Monday, September 19, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306) 
Tuesday, September 20; 3:30-4:00 p.m. (McC 310) 
Wednesday, September 21, 8:30-9:00 a~m. (McC 306) 
Thursday, September 22, 1:00-1:30 p.m~ (McC 212) 
Friday, September 23, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306) 
Letters to the/ e'ditor 
should be typed with a 
· name, address an~ 
· Students must go to one of these meetings in order to get - phone number for 
verification:. · 
their application form. 862-3885 
. cw~ r-YllUU,~UI/ ~ o/no~ II 
f 
1-- ----,--
. NEED LEGAL HELP? 
_ Take advantage of FREE legal services available to all 
· S~A.F. paying undergrads. 
The firm of Mayer and Dwyer will 
give legg.l advice and represent 
students in niino.r legal-matters 
-for FREE. 
They are offering _repr~sentation 
· in more seri6tis matters for · a 
reduced fee. 
So stop .by room 131 in the MUB on 'T■esday 11-1 PM and 1:31-
8-JI lll,W1u11i1J-l'll 1:31 or call l Ill 3ZH115 or Gl-7915 to make 
· an ·appointment for ,.-~•J 11-1 P(IJ. · · 
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Haaland is optimistic about 
new UNH alumni donations 
By Jay Kumar 
While only about 12 percent 
of UNH alumni are currently 
contributing to the university, .· 
President Gordon Haaland is 
optimistic abou.t increasing 
donations. · 
The university is holding a 
series of dinners around the 
country with people who have 
a significant interest in UNH, 
and who can support it. 
parts of Texas. He said dona- · 
tions also come from Arizona, 
New Mexico and Colorado. 
There are 66,000 living UNH 
alumni, and Haaland said_ the 
university is trying to increase 
·on the 12 percent donation rate. 
He said .the donations are going 
up, both annually and overall. 
spring, Haaland said he tells the 
potential donors about what is. 
happening at the university and 
what needs to be accomplished, 
and asks their advice on these 
matters. 
"My job is partly to be a 
cheerleader for the place," he 
said. '.Tm. not gone for more 
than several days at a time. I 
don't turn over the reins to 
anyone." 
NDAR 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1988 
Last day to drop courses, change to audit, without $25 per 
course late fee. 
Last day to file an Intent to Graduate form for bee. -1988 
Graduation without late fee. · _ , 
Last day to add courses-without.Dean's approval and without 
$25 per course late fee. · · • . 
Last day to choose pass/fail, (und~rgrad), credit/fail (gFads.). · 
WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. Maine, Field House, 3p.m. 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "The End of~Isolation: 
Truman and United States Foreign Policy." Robert H. Ferrell, 
Indiana Univer_sity_, Alumni Center, 4 p.m. · . "We' re really at the peginning 
point ofour major fund-raising 
effort," Haaland said. · 
Donations vary from $10 to 
$1- 1/2 million, he said. The 
highest individual donation was 
$4 million, left to the university 
in the _ will of alumnus John 
Upcoming dinners will be in SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1_ 7 
California, Hartford and Wa-
"People give money because 
they're asked and because they 
believe in the institution, _but 
they also want to be involved," · 
he said. 
The university receives $5 
milHon per year in annual gifts, 
'he said. These include a fully-
endowed chair in biological 
sciences, worth $1 million, from 
the Hubbard brothers, and a 
donation oC$5 millio.n for the_ 
New England -Center over the 
last _four years by the Kellogg 
Foundation. . . 
"Individuals give a lot more 
money than corporations," said 
Haaland. Most of these individ-
uals are alumni, with some 
. donations from parents and 
friends of the university. 
Elliot. . . 
Part of the need for .more 
donations is due to the fact that 
the state provides roughly a 
third of the university'~ funds. 
'Tuition pr·ovides roughly 55 · 
percent, with. donations and 
miscellaneous soµrces providing 
the rest, according to Haaland. 
"We think the state ought to 
provide more to the university,"· 
Haaland said. While he said the 
state has improved in the last 
few years, H_aalan"d believes 40 
percent is a reasonable goal for 
state aid. 
"I think at one time the state 
did not genuinely recognize the 
importance of public education/'· 
but that has changed, ,he said . 
. shington, he said. 
Haaland praised the invol-
vement of the President's Coun-
FOOTBALL- vs. lJniversity of Connecticut, Field House, 
lp.m. . - . 
cil (which consists of people SUNDAY, SEPTE_b'IBER 18 
who give_ $1000 or more), the 
Senior Challenge, the alumni 
clubs all over the country-and 
MUSO FILM - "Twelve Angry Men." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m. students $1, general-$2. 
the alumni reunion weekend as · 
important to the 'fund-raising . MONDAY, SEPTEMBER l9, 
process. SPANISH AND CLASSICS FILM- "El Super." Room 110, 
~urkland, 4-7 p.m. and. 7-9. p.m. $1. . Most donors give money for 
specific purposes, he said. The 
undesignated gifts fund receives BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 .p.m. 
!!5s~i1~Q to $200,000 per year, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20 
· In order to raise more funds, 
Haaland said, "We' re trying to 
'tell the university story better." 
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite ·State Room, MYB, noon to 5 p.m. 
SPANISH AND CLASSICS FILM- "El Super." Ro~m 303, 
James, 7-9 p.m. 
Haaland said many donations _. 
come in the ·form .of endow-
Haaland cited the hiring of 
Joseph Phelan as the vice pres-
ident of Alumni Affairs and 
Development two years ago as 
an · important step in fund 
raising. 
He said the university wants 
to reach the large graduating 
classes from the 1960s, WQO are 
reaching their peak earning 
periods. , · 
CELE:BRlTY SERIES - Actors from the London Stage, "Much 
Ado _About Nothing", Paul Arts, Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. _ 
-ments, where the money is 
invested and the university uses 
_the interest from-them.Endow-
ments do not_ show up in the 
budget, he said. 
Most of the donations UNH 
rec.eives come from New Eng-
land and the East Coast, Haa-
land said. He added ~that the 
·university has strong connec-
. tions in San Francisco, San 
iDiego, Los Angeles, Florida and 
Haaland said Phelan was 
hr-ought in to organize Alumni 
Development and University 
Relations to encourage people 
to support UNH, and to design 
a major fund-raising drive. 
There will be 15 to 20 fund-
raising dinners this year, he said . 
At the dinners, which be~an this · 
The stock market c_r~sh of 1ast I CALENDAR INFORMA TIPN-MU;T BE -stJBMITTED TO · 
fall gave -:ihe fung-ra!dmg tfrt : :THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM ~22, MUB. 
a scare, aa an sat , an ~ e 1 (Observe dead in.es.go proper forms) .,, 
prospects of another recess10n ,; . - ,- -- · . , ""~ _ -· .... 
still linger. . 
"There is a concern about ,1 
recession, which would makt· 
the job tougher, but not impos-
sible," he said. . . 
"It's going to take a lot o( . 
work, but I think the opportun- ·. 
' : e New Hampshire' (1!S;~ ,~ 79-280) is published 'and distiiibuted semi-weekly 
tliroughout the academtc_year. Our offices are located in-Room 151 of the-Memorial 
U~ion Building , UNH, Durllam; NH 0~824. Business Ofice hours: Monday- · 
)f rid_ay 10am-3pm. A~ademic year subsc_r'iption: $24;00. Thira class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should -check their ads the first dafjp-
The New Hampshire will-,in no case b~ re~pons'ible for 'typogr.aphical-or othe;,f' 
- trrors'. but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical 
· -· error appears, if n~tified immediately. POSTMASJ'E~: send address changes · 
· to The-New Hampsh,re,l5lMUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed ity is there." 
, · r issue b. ournal Tribu~ Pidd ford' Maine. __ · 
i--- CONDOS -- (continued from page 3) •--
protect their investment.· 
"It (the rent) would have to 
be comparable with the 
market," said -Millett. 
Millett stated that, "It won't 
change the _rental picture. We 
have a resident manager who 
will handle rentals. She would 
just get into contact with the • 
individual owners." 
Millett is confident that the 
project will be a success. 
· "This is a good opportunity 
for parents. to guarantee their 
son's or daµghter' s housing for 
four years," · · 
place it is also being done is 
-Arizona State," 
said Millett. 
At the present time, the 
proposed condo complex·is only 
accepting reservations because 
Millett is waiting for certif ica..: 
tion from the Attorney Gener-
al's office before any actual sales 
can be made." 
Millett said many peqple have J 
made reservatons by making 
non-binding down payments. 
Donations w-ill benefit research projects run in the Scie~ce and Engineering Building. (Bryan 
Ly<?ns photo) 
Many students are question-
ing t_he concept behind this 
project. ~ ' 
"What the hell is a ohe room 
condo?," said senior Tom Sau-
berlich. 
If this project is successful, 
then Yankee Development will 
apply for a permit from the:! 
Town of Durham to build 250 
units on Mast Road. 
"This complex would have 
a . direct impact on the housing 
situation here at UNH," said 
Millett. Parents provide for· UNH 
By Alexander Berger 
The off ice, of Alumni Affairs 
has announced an increase of 
almost 50 percent in the amount 
of gifts donated by non-alumni 
to the University. ; 
According to Joseph Phelan, 
vice president of Alumni Affairs 
and Development, · non-alumni 
gifts given by "friends" ·of the 
U nivqsity includes parents, 
• faculty, staff and students has 
risen from $376,369 · for the 88 
fiscal year to $196,922 in fiscal 
year 87. · · · ' 
Phelan · believes much of the 
. increase in non-alumni dona-
tions have come ffom the par-
ents of students. 
"The rise is due, in · part- dealt with separately from the 
aqyway, to increased effortJs to UNH alumni. · 
_seek contributions from par- "The University realized that 
ems," Phelan said. He referred parents are an important con-
. to the efforts of Sue Smith, stituency," said Smith. "Our goal 
director of Parent Programs for is to raise money that will 
the University. · enhance the education of the 
This year Smith has recieved students." . · 
a full time position on the In the past, money raised has · 
parent program staff and said been used to support the parent 
that the increase in parent progra_ms. 
donations is due to "a more The amount of alumni sup-
focused and better organized port for the University de-
pare'nt program." · creased. this year by 24 perce'in, 
In the past the University although it is slightly higher 
included parent fundraising than the amoun.t of alumni 
. under an annual fund including _donations in fis~al year 1986, 
60,000 alumni, this year, the· 
parent· programs have been . GIFTS, page 7 
Student Greg _Collins agreed 
with SauberlicH, "It's a 12 foot . 
by 12 foo r box. Bow can they 
call it a condominium?" 
"This is a. totally new concept 
in New England. T_h~only other 
SECRETARY 
Portsmouth office seeks person 
for_word processing, 
da~a processing and 
_ filing . Will trairi _ 
on ccimputer.;.network. 
· Afterr,ioofl ho.urs, 
Monday through Friday. 
Call Lee Ann at 431-7929 
Millett said Strafford House 
has been totally refurbished and 
wo-uld tend to stay that way,"be-
. cause we are always selling, we 





MANDATORY ORIENTATIONS FOR SE- · 
NIORS: Sponsored by Career Planning & Place-
ment. Monday, September 19: 3-5 p.m. for T-School 
Srs: in NA 219. Tuesday, September 20: noon to 
2 p.m. for Liberal .Arts Srs. in Forum Room, Library 
and Wednesday, September 21: 4: 10-6 p.m. for 
Liberal Arts Sts. in Murkland l lb. 
, I 
RESUME WORKSHOPS: Sponsored by Career 
Planning & Placement. Monday, September 19: 
for Health Studies Srs., Room 201, Murkland, 4:10-
5 p.m. Tuesday, September 20: for WSBE Srs. Room' 
140, Hamilton Smith, 140, 4:10-5 p.m. a_nd oq. Tues. 
9/20 for anyone, Room 18, Hamilton Smith, 7-
8 p.m. Tb-ursday, September 22 for LS & A Srs., 
Room 17, Spaulding, 4 p.m. 
CAREER PLANNING' WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Career Planning & Placement. Not sure where 
your career is headed? Small-group workshops 
desigp.ed to help on Wednesday, September 21, 
Room 203, Huddleston, noon to 2 p.ril. Sign up 
in Room 203, Huddleston. 
GENERAL 
WHALE W ATC}I TRIP: Call Waysmeet Protestant 
Fellowship for details and reservations at 862-
1165. Newcomers wekome. 
THEATER AUDITIONS FOR "THE ICE WOLF": . 
Sponsor;d by Thea'ter and Dance Department: 
Auditions for this children's production are open 
to all UNH students. Production dates are 
November 14-19 (daytime). Auditions: Monday, 
September 26-and Tuesday, September 27, Hennessy 
Theater·, Paul Arts, .5:30 p.m. -
' I .• l: \ i. h 4_ 
! . 
ii ,_ - l 1. 1 
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OPEN RUSH: Fun, food and fellowship. Meet 'new · 
people, have fun and learn. about the ·catholic 
Student Organization. Thursday, September 22, 
Library Catholic Student Cemer, 8 to 10 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATION OF ADULTS: . 
Weekly discussion over dinner of Catholicfaith 
wit_h Reverend Pe.hnett, coordinator. Mondays, 
Catholic Student Center, 5:30 to 7 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEET-
ING: All welcome. Tuesdays, Room 212, Hamilton ' 
Smith, 12:40 to 1:15 p.m. 
HOMECOMING PLANNING MEETING: Open 
to anyone interested in planning Homecoming 
week. Tuesdays, Rockingham Room, MUB, 12:45 
to 1:45 p.m. 
BIBLE STUDY: "Exploring Jesus in -the Gospels.~· 
Video, readings, discussion with Reverend Pennett. 
Tuesdays, Catholic Student Center, 7 to 8:15 p.m. 
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION: Week-
·1y meetings. Join the fun, meet new people ~nd· 
be a part of the gang. Thursdays, Catholic Stu_d~nt 
Center, 8 to 9:15 p.m. 
PEOPLE FOR A FREE SOUTH' AFRICA MEET-
ING: AU are welcome. Monday, September 19, 
Room 145, MUB, PSN office, 7 p.m. 
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT & PEACE 
MEETING: All welcome· -to / attend. Tuesday, 
September 20, Room 145, PSN office, MUB, 7 p.m: 
UNH COLLEGIATE 4.-H CLUB MEETING: 
Informational and business meeting for all old 
a-n.d new interested members, ,plus an ice cream 
social. Thursday, September 22, Room 212, Keqdall, 
7 p.m. 
l:. l -
Channel 11 begins 
to · clean· up its act 
By Pamela J. DeKonihg Singer's release referred all 
Arrangements have been questions to Saoders who is out 
made by Channel 11 ahd UNH of town until Monday. 
Facilities Services for clean-up Channel 11 has made arran- · 
of the MUB basement vacated gements, and will pay for dean-
by Channel 11 iast fall. up, according to Pat Miller, 
... Channel 11 Director Arthur associate vice president of fa-
J. Singer issu<::!d a release yes- cilities. . _ -
terday that outlined clean-up Miller . was unsure of the 
intentions and contracts made specifics of the arrangements, 
with UNH to do so. which were ~ade through Sand-
According to the rel~ase, ers. 
representatives from Channel Channel 11 would riot com-
11 met with John Sanders, ment on alleged storage arran-
director of Plant Maintenence gements made with the U niver-
and Engineering, and Stan Cope- sity. 1 - _ • . 
land, facilities manager for the In an interview on Septe,nber 
MUB to tour the basement area 1, Singer said the Channel 11 
and decide what needed to be had made arrangements with 
done_ on September 7. · , the University to use ,:th~ MUB 
. Channel 11 provided w·ofk~ basement space for stoi<,l.ge until 
orders t0 p.ay for the UIJ.iversitf ~he decision on how the spa,ce 
staffe_d clean-::up effort, accord- is to be usefi was made". 
ing to Singer's ·release. · Executi~e Assistant to the 
U nivepity. electricians and President, Danie PiBiasio could 
workers.- have been scheduled not co'nf-ir'm or deriy such an 
to clean ~p ele~trical cables as ::arrangement, and saiq .arran-
well as routine cleaning begin- . gements for.·a timely dean-up 
ning S~ptember 19, according h~vebeen made. 
to Si ' 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
WE'RE NOT LOOKING TO 
·BE TBE BIGGEST: 
JUST THE BEST! 
theta ehi .· 
. fra&ePnitg 
OPEN RUSHES 
Mon. 19th 7-9 pm 'Un-ifotm Night' 
Thurs. 22nd 4-6 pm '~X Roast' 
· 37 Madbury Road _ 
_ , 
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Parking ordinance perturbs · two student leaders 
Parking woes continue to grow for students· in ~rham. (photo· 
·by Jody Pratt) 
GIFTS ,._.. --~ 
( continued from page 5) 
_ Alumni donations totaled 
$804,173 in fiscal year 1987, but 
only totaled $646,263 this ye~r. 
Ph~la» ;auributed t!1,; hl~h 
donat10ns m 1987-to tax reform. 
He _added that the drop in 
alumni support this year prob-
ably didn't result from the 
·controversial Homecoming pol-
icy of restricted tailgating. · 
"It's difficult to prove one.way 
or another," said Phelan. "I 
anticipated, when: the rules were 
published and enforced as best 
they could, that we'd be deluged -
with complaints." 
Phelan said they have only 
,received th•ree or four angry 
letters. · 
Doug Clark, a UNH graduate 
By Brian Brady 
Students are frustrated as a 
result of a new traffic ordinance 
passed by the town of Durham 
Monday night which restricts 
parking on a section of Wood-
man Road. · 
The ordinance states "there 
will be no parkin_g on the 
northerly side of Woodman 
Road beginning at the Dennison 
Road intersection and contin-
uing in an easterly direction for 
280 feet." 
"The decision seemed set in 
stone_ before the hearing even 
started," said Co-Chaiperson 
of Students for the University 
(SFU) Tim Silk. "We're trying 
to build a sense of community 
and the town is taki_ng a step_ 
in the wrong direction." 
. While the ordinance effects 
few individuals anq refers to a 
small parcel of land, Pete Sim:-
mons, co-chairman of the Com-
muter 'I:ransit Authority and 
Silk are disappointed with the 
committee's decision. 
"The decision was sour grapes 
towards the students," said 
Simmons. _ 
According to the ordinance, 
there cannot be cars-parked o~ 
the W-oodman Road stretch 
because it hinders drivers tra-
veling westerly on Woodman 
Road -and southerly on Dennni-
son Road from seeing each 
other. 
Silk and Simmons feel the 
best solution to this problem 
is to put a stop sign at the, 
intersection. 
_ "I could only understand their 
decision if there was a stop sign 
put up," said Silk "I think what 
was done was using safety as a 
cover up for another attack 
against students' rights in 
town." 
Si,nmons agreed with Silk. 
"We were willing to com-
promise with the stop sign," 
said Simmons, but they weren't 
interested." 
Maryanna Hatch, chairwo-
man of the Durham Town 
Council, was surprised by Silk 
·_ and Simmon' s cl)arge. , 
"The stop sign wasn't pos-
sible because there already is 
one on Dennison Road," said 
Hatch. "A stop sign at their 
proposed spot wouldn't be ef-
fective, neither car would have 
the right of way." 
"It's not fair for the students 
to feel they are being discrim-
inated / against." Hatch added, 
-"There are safety problems. 
Town residents with little kids 
live there. Students should park 
· at their own ~partment com-
plexes, not in the street." 
Captain McGann of the Dur-
ham Police Department sup-
ported Batch's opinion. 
"Think about it," McGann 
said, "Should it be the town's 
responsibility or the U niver-
sity's responsibility? We must 
first and foremost think about 
resident safety." 
Silk was also dismayed with 
the style in which the town 
handled th~ hearing . . 
"The UNH Administration 
is not providing for the students' 
needs fast enough," Silk added, 
"therefore the town is upset 
because the .restricted students 
are infringing on t-heir_ space. 
As a result the town is passing 
ordinances that are directed 
towards the students in a neg-
ative way. It's a vicious triangle 
and the students are suffering 
because of it." 
·-- NO AID (continued from page 3) 
The students who got aid last 
year but hot this year are, "likely 
to be experiencing psychological · 
stress" said Craig. He added 
:·it makes it seem worse."(pay~ 
mg for school.) 
· and owner of Glory Paze res_-
taurant, believes the policy had 
a greater effect. "It ( the-Home-
coming policy) has influenced 
many of my friends whose only 
contact with the University is 
Homecoming. Their ideas of the 
University were soured after . 
'!!'~student activity fair introduced res~urses and organizations to new students yesterday. (Thea Favaloro photo) 
the change in policy." · 
Last year's Homecoming pol- · 
icy made severe restrictions on 
UNH Fair entices. energetic freshmen 
tailgating both before and dur- By Thea M. Favaloro offered on campus, said Kaplan. 
ing the football game. Remember., it is never too late Last year only eight student ' 
Such rules as restricted tail- , to ·get involved and yesterday organizations showed up, but 
gati'ng hours, from 10:30 a.m. the Student Activities Fair on this year a litde over .one-third 
to 1 p.m., a two case per car-limit the lawn of Thompson Hall of the. organizations participat- __ 
on beer and an age restriction provided the perfect opportun- ed, said Lange: _ 
for people entering the tailgat- ity. Wilson attributed the success 
ing area, were met wi'th much , Organizers of the event are of the , fair to the · location, 
resistance both by students ind hoping to change the alarming "people can't help but walk by." 
alumni last year. statistic that 80 percent of UNH "l probably would not have 
Clark believes that the tail- ·freshmen want to get involved, stopped by if this had been 
gating rules help to breed apathy but only 20 percent do. inside somewhere, but I'm glad 
among the alumni which would The fair, which took place in I did," said Frehman Kris 
cause alumni support to de- front of Thompson Hall, was Mallery. "I knew I wanted to 
crease, both in participation and a greater success than the or- get involved in activities, but 
donations. _ ganizers had hoped. · didn't know how to go about it. 
"The tailgating poli~y makes "This is the first time in years This was very helpful for me." 
a gross assumption that we go it has gone over this well," said Lange also thinks the success 
to Homecoming fo_r the football organizer Jon Kaplan. "Hope- may be due in part to the f.ree -
game," said Clark. "There folly this will help us bring back food which was served and the 
shouldn't even be a football student involvement and excite- -creative efforts on the part of 
game, they should just open up ment." the representatives from the 
· the field and let us have Home- The event was organized by organizations. 
coming.'' _ _ Kaplan, Colleen Brennan, Sally The Debate Society held ~ 
'lhe Homecoming policy has Lange, Scott Wilson and Direc- mini debate and prizes were 
been reviewed by the adminis- tor of Student Affairs Ann given for the most creative 
tration and many changes have Lawing. ideas. - -
beea made_,,f0-uhis yea,r4'S•Pfomei- .. ::- .• •lt · was ·designed to inform · Not only did the event help 
coming game. students of the different activities students to become involved but 
, Organizations stres~ed involvement at the Student Activity 
Fair. (Ann Marie Gagrion) · 
they are optimistic about the all UNH organizations_ have 
rest of the organizations. The been asked to donate $25 to a 
money recieved will go directly _-library fond. · 
to perioJ.icals and will be used Lange said that every Greek 
this semester. house has already donated and 
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***********~***********i· * Apply Now To Compete In The 1989 * 
! M.ISS NEW HAMPSHIRE - · ! 
· ! U.S.A. PAGEANT ! 
* * ! No Performing ! * Talent Required * 
. *·- *" 
! t' . " '¾ :ErfiFE:~~ri~;: ! 
!}l,L, ,_~ .. ~~\..  , PAGEANT, to be nationally televised on CBS in !} * Diane. Wright Februa~ 1989: Over $200,000 in prizes await * 
l} 1988-Miss New Hampshlre-U.S.A. the national winner. · . !} 
..._ Our 1989 State Pageant will be held in November, 1988, To qualify you must be single, ...__ 
..,.. between 17 and 24 as of Feb,uary 1, 1989, and at least six months resident of this ..,... 
l} State• thus, college dorm students are eligible. $o for -some fun, excitement and !} * glamour, phone (617) 266-3280 or 266-0166 or write to: . . * 
l} MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE-U.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQRTS., Dept. MU !} 
· 222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116 * ! Your letter MUST include a recent 1n~hot, brief blog!'p~ a11d PHONE NUMBER.. _ ...-1... 
J.'{' FINAL DEADLINE 15 SEPTEMBER 20, 1988 . ,,.,. 
***************'******** 
•• , I • : • • 
Oyster River Seafood 
Under new management 
Same great food 
with a few 
creative additions to 
our menu. 
Come check.us out! 
hours 1 l-8 seven days a. week 
Computers galore in· store 
' By Amanda L. Waterfield , 
University Computing is of-
fering a new sevice to the UNH 
community this semester. Since _ 
July 1, -.the UniversityTechnol- · 
ogy Center, a group within 
University computing, has been 
in operation on the bottom floor 
of Thompson Hall, according 
to Maryann Puchlopek, the 
center's manager. · 
The center, which has bee 
in business for two and a hal 
weeks, is a retail operation. The 
/goal of the center is to provide 
one-stop computer service to 
students, faculty, staff, and 
· departments of the university, 
according to Puchlopek. She said 
the store is "a: service organ-
ization dedicated to providing 
the lowest prices possible." 
The center sells anything 
from computer systems to pap-
er, and provides service for the 
. -merchandise it sells: Student 
r.epresentatives from IBM -and 
APPLE are available to make • 
house calls to work out problems · 
jn hardware or software, she 
said . 
. The center actually serves as 
.a dealer for IBM and APPLE, 
and that people can purchase 
a personal computer for about 
$1,000, she said 
The center is not a profit-
makipg venture. Puchlopek said 
the Store runs · on its own 
revenue: "All we have to do is 
break even," she said. "We must 
make back every dollar we 
spend." 
Puchlopek said the center 
employs one other . full-time 
j) 
The presence of personal computers will help delete term paper 
hassles. (photo by Sadie Greenway) 
worker and is in the process of 
acquiring another. The idea for 
a computer store as a sub-group 
of University Computing has 
been in the .works for appr~x-
imately a year, she said. , 
So far, the center seems to be 
a success "Business is brisk,~' 
Puchlopek said. "People are "" 
interested· in buyirig." 
~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥J 
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-B.EST PAN p1z·zA , IN 
TOWN 






. All undergraduat~ students are welcomed to : 
attend our weekly meetings. Improve your 
com'munication ·skills, refine your analytical 
abilities, and become involved in the challenge-
and excitement of debate. 
· Take the first step; 
JOIN US NOW!! 
Come to our next meeting 
Tuesday September 20th at 7:00 PM 
in the Senate Room of the MUB . . 
. ' 
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. DON'T FO)JGET TO· REJLD ~ 
THE EDI TORIALS!!f 




. GRE o $149.00 LSAT o $159,00 DAT o $280.00 I 
~;lba~r~a;t:~ ;~~ ~a:tical) ~L1~~ : ~~:r:::) ~~=~~rJ~f~~~~~t~e~~i~ts 1 
•· 351 pages of written material • 180 pages of written material ~::;12ti~:J)(ehension and Interview I . 
~r~~!titative)D $
179
,00 (':!'y~,!mistry, ~01!~~~di~ : f~2~~1:~~~t= terial · I 
;:1~~~~f~f~~,\~:~r:tena1 ;~~t~:Sir:~::~::tAnalysis D Please send me. I 
: f~7~~:1~~~~t~terial . ' more information. I 
Send to G.A.P.S., 500 Third Ave. W., ~ox 34057, Seattle, WA 98124-1057 • I 
· Call Toll-Free 1-800-426·'5537 ext. 1241 (Alaska, Hawaii and 
Washington State Residen,ts call (206) 281-1241) 
~arne _______ ________________ _ 
please print 
Addlllss----------.,...--.,...------------no p.o. boxes please e1ty/State _____ - ____________ Zip ___ _ 
Your exam date __________ School _________ _ 
Your phone no. ,___~__,_ _________________ _ 
~SA# ___________ MC# __________ _ 
Expiration date ___ Signature ________________ _ 
-----,,--.,,.----- + ---=----=-----Course Cost• Postage/Harllling•• 
:'Na.wrtJ(oo Residents add 7.9% sales tax 
1 
-
"Postage/ Hancling: $7 regular (2 weeks) or$14 Rush Air Delivery-No MCATs or 





CONDOMINIUMS. FOR UNIVERSITY 
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE STUDEN~ 
Newly renovated and completely furnished. Pa.rents can be certain their son or daughter will fim1e 
housing each year at the U1:1iversity. Investors will appreciate th~ rental income and tax· benefits. · 
Prices begin at $19,900 for a sirigle studio unit and $36,500 for a double,. Two-b~dro~~ ~part(1'u?nf ,,_ 
units for up to four s!udents range from $96,500 to $98,500. 
. . 
Close to the can;p/;IS, with a short walk to classrooms and the downtown area. F,.eadyjo,r om.1pa,ncy_: · 
if! timefor the fa/Lsemesfer. . - .·. . 
Call (603) 868-7,0~5 for details. 
/ 
.. Pending registration by the N.H. Attorney General's Office, 
all resetvations-are accepted on a non-binding agreement' basis only. 
10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham,. New Hampshire_03824 
- 1 
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. I . AKING . THE* 
.. ~\SHI?\GTON 
CENTER 
For Incern'ihips drd 
Acculemic Sc1ninll rs 
. Exciting and important information 
session: Thursday, .September 22 _ 
3-4 p.m. McConnell _Hall 
Room 101 
Contact: Joann Kelly 
/ ·McConnell Hall, Rm. l~O 
phone: 862-3385 
THE ·w ASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP: 
~ - . DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IT! · ~ 
II! ...... •. :' · ' .. . ,, . - . . . ·.·• ·••·································••·•'••················· ,:.,· ·. ; . . . • • • • • • • 
·;_ - We all have times when .life brings us trouble : . . - . 
• We feel sad, • •• • 
: We feel mad, : 
• 
• • • • • • · • • • . . . .. • 
orangry, crossed:, 
depressed or perplexed... · 
And we don't know where to t:urn ... 
And only if we could talk to someone. 
Someone who list~ns, 
someone who cares 
Someone our'own.age who can relate 
to the problems·that affect us all 
from time to time ... 
Well wouldn't you know? 
Help. is just a phone call away . 
• 
' -.. . 
• • • • • • • • .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 
• • · • • • , .




·• • • • • • • 
. . ·:-,,: :. . .. . · . - , . - ,. . . ........... ,. ••...........•..•.......................... 
J- . 
-
r ·~- ------:------~---------------------, 
*** OPEN RUSH 
ON 
. MONDAY 8-10 -
COMEDY NIGHT 
with BOSTON COMIC 
JAY SHARBINO 















• ,I • 
Thursday ·and Friday After!"}oons 
in our Lounge· for , 
.Fl'ee Hors 'd'oeuvres 
3 ~ 5 pm 
Mustbe21! . ~· 
.,,,,,. ••• •.••••-.•••••••••••••••••••••••.-.••••••••••••••••v.-.v.•.••••,,••••••••••••••.,..-.._ •• "!'•••••••••••"-• 
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"Th.is year 
Pll get,organized:' 
.-\ n d th i ~ \Par I re a I h 111t ·an IL . . . 
So I' rn h u y i ng n 1~ s< · I f an I B \. I , I •f ·, ~ , n t d I 
Systern/:Z' con11nit<·r to h,,f p 111c do 
everything frorn orµ:anizi11b not•· ... ~,nd 
revising parw·r-s to <T<'atiqg high-qua I it~. 
f.,JTaphics., and nH>tr·: 
\Vho kno\\Jsl\ ,,·ith this I B\-1 
PS/2., I rnay l)e so organized t'\'t'n 111~ 
. soek~3 will n1atch. 
For the best deals, in' town, 
visit your campus IBM dealer 
located on the ground floor 
of Thompson Hall. 
✓- . 
==-= ~ R = :..: :::..::: - - --- . - - - ------ - - ·-
Personal System/2 c1nd PS/2 are registered trademarks of IBM C0rp. 
University Technology Center 
a new microcomputer store in Thompson Hall 
c~rrying: 
.IBM 
Model25 ~ floppies 1025. 
Model25 20MbH.D. -1299. 
l\Jodel 30 2 flo_ppies 1120. 
Model 30/-286 20MbH.D. 1670 . 
Model50 . 20MbH.D. 2250. 
,. c ---
Apple 
Macintosh Plus 1195. 
Macintosh SE 2 floppies _ 1795. 
Macintosh SE 20Mb. H.D. 2350. 
Macintosh II - 40Mb. II.D: 3495. 
NEW STOHE HOURS 9:00 - 3:00 
Uni vc r si(v Cnu,,pufing • Thompson Hall• 1,'.J28 i . ' 
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Editorial 
Stl'ipping · students' · aid 
For many students, their arrival back 
to school this y:ea:1" was like receiving a 
sobering slap compliments of the United 
States Congress. For others, it was mqre 
like a fatal stab in the back. 
Thanks to a handful of overbearing 
bureaucrats, the average student at UN~ 
has Jost up to 20 to 25 percent of their 
_financial aid this year. Yes, that's 20 .to 25 
percent - ripping out one fourth from the 
previous year. 
haunt you. If you'.' re tryinK to go back to 
college after working full time, b'uy some 
'Smelling salts. The government expects 
you to at least match that amount from now 
on. So why bother working? You'll .get more 
financial aid from goofing off every summer. 
every economic analyist who ever graced 
Nightline, the MacNeil/Lehrer Report or 
the Wall Street Journal that the U.S. must 
become more competitive in the world 
market. To do that, our system of education 
must match and rise above our rivals' 
Also it makes no difference to Uncle Sam 
that your parents may not contribute a cent 
to your education. If they have. the money, 
you're gonna pay. 
· system. 
Apparently someone forgot to inform 
Congress of this-valuable insight. 
1 Instead, while places like Europe provide 
higher educatio.n at no cost, students here 
are being crushed in a financial vice. Our 
government has forced the middle-class 
student into selling their ·soul fot an 
education, making graduation a nightmare 
of draining loan payments and interest rates. 
The squeeze of college costs are as painful 
as ever. In the face of soaring tuition costs, . 
Congress ·has compounded the situation · 
· with a law that establishes a needs analysis 
formula for universities to follow. The bill 
dictates hq:w ,a student's need is determined, 
a role handled before by individual colleges. 
And of course, you ·cannot declare 
independent status even if you are. To the 
blurry vision of the almighty Congressional 
powers, you will always be a dependent. 
You see, once, as a freshman, you Hved in 
a dorm which must mean your parent's 
home was still yours. Therefore, you were 
a dependent , and, alas, you cannot be . 
Jf yoµ aren't -rich, you need the aid. If you 
aren't a poor ·minority, you need not apply. 
Now need is. based on your previous 
it;icome and your parents' potential con-
tribution. If you make a fair amount of 
money one summer, it wi11 come back to 
· independent now. Did everyone follow that? Congress must recognize the long term 
results of their hatchet job. They should 
invest in this country's future, _not stunt 
its growth. 
If so, welcome to the futile world of the . . / 
United States's Higher Education. 
We have· been told agai~ and again by 
~· Editorial MUB Space 
To. the Editor: To the Editor: 
Without pretending to know all 
Your editorial of September 9th the ramifications of the debate over 
speaks of the "three legs of the the use of the newly-vacated spaces 
University tripod" being the ad-. in the Memorial Union building, 
ministration, the faculty and the 
students, all "supporting the value or caring to, 1 could not help 
of spiritual enlightenment through noticing a piece of unhappy sym-
educational challenges." Well, isn't bolism in the published article on 
that .special. But before you use your · the topic by Bret Clemons (Sept. 
"knowledge and understanding to 9). There a student leader, presum-
push yourselves beyond these nar- ably reflecting at leaSt a segment 
row worlds," chew on this for of student opinion, portrays the 
location of .the campus bookstore 
awhile: without UNH staff support · in a central and accessible pl~ce as 
Your tripod just won't stand up. being in ·"administration" interests, 
If . anyone around here has a and the location in the same place 
supporting role in the educational of a lounge and recreation area as 
process, it's the staff. You "big b • d 
· business, streamlined" adminis- emg in "stu ent" interests. 
I have no idea how the local 
trators, you "committed" faculty student culture ever acquired the 
members, you "dedicated" students notion that the academic and "stu-
take note. Next time you turn on dent affairs" sides of our task here 
, a hlight, lfluksh adtoilet.,hpickk upt a somehow constitue separate and 
p one, oc a ocr, c ec ou a f · · · Th' l 'b b k b f d o ten even cometmg enttttes. 1s 
~ rary 00 , gra a. ree con om, · most recent expression of that 
5!t on the grass, P!ug m your s~e~eo, notion however is by .no means 
hsten to the ca.nllon, put drnrng th f ·~ ' 
hall food in your mouth, mail a in;r;~ssible step toward dosing 
let~er, attend~ football game, pull the gap, other things being equa-1, 
a fire alarm! ~•ctate a letter to your; · might well be to position the 
secretary, v1s1t a computer cluster, b k · bl d 1 · 
or simply sit "blissfully" in a chair . . 00 ~tore, presum~ e ~ ea er m 
· I k h , . rnteliectual _matenals, rn a place 
rn . a c assroom, · now t at you re through which most students pass 
- able to ~o so ~cause some .unsung on their daily rounds. The habit of 
staffer 1s working hard to support b · · ht th b 
your "spiritually enlightened" Ii- drowdsrngd m!gt.h 't thus et. engtehnt-
f 1 . , ere , an w1 1 e .no 10~ a 
esty e. . . · . d books hold a central place m the 
You dudes can have your tnpo , t d . t It t . · h 1 
b k h h 11 
s u en cu ure, no a penp era 
ut eep a weat er ey~ on t ewe . one. Perhaps then the bookstore · 
worn floor that holds 
5
1t up. · . l wou'ld become a habitual place of 
upporuve y ·d · h · d Ch 1 · S • ' resort, not one set as1 e m t e mm s 
. . ar te ~m~son of students for book rushes and . 
Dtrector of Telecommumcauons · t d 1 "th · d t , assoc1a e on y w1 ass1gne ma e-
rials and 'required purchases. 
Editor's Note - Point well taken. Perhaps then, too, the impresarios 
of Barnes & Noble would be encour-
Thanks for reminding us all. aged to stock a mote serious and 
./ complete collection of current books 
Charles E. Clark 
I I ' .,J·• 
Department of History 
) 
Class 
To the Editor: 
Martial law comes to UNH! The 
900 students who are taking ANSC 
400 (Food and People) know what 
rm referring to. ' 
.On Friday, September 2, Public 1 
tbat a U niver;ity 1~ for it's students 
and not overpaid administrators 
who never listen to the student's 
needs and recoqiinendations. Last 
April the Senate sent a recommen-
dation to you with the-endorsement 
of the Dean of Student's office and 
a great many others, for the use of 
the Channel 11 space. A replr-from 
you. i~ still forthcoming. . 
· · Sincerely, 
Mark Hamilton 
Safety started carding students to .------------------------------
get into class. Has this ever hap-
pened at UNH before? Probably 
not, because this term there are only 
two lectures of ANSC 400. One is 
. at 8 a.m. comprising 600 students 
in Johnson Theatre. The other is 
at 3 p.m. with 300 students in 
Spaulding 137. Why doesn't Haa 0 
land hire another professor and 
split the sections up? Maybe there 
isn't enough money (enough for 
T-Hall's renovations though). So 
Public Safety is resorted to prevent 
students from going to the later 
lecture. 
There's one more pointl'd li~e 
addressed. In order to pay _for so 
many exams, the University has 
levied a $15 charge on each ~tudent-
in ANSC 400. This works out to 
$13,500. That would be aldght if 
we had an exam ever7 week, but 
we onlthave 4 exams. I the average 
length of a multiple guess exam is 
10 pages at a bulk cost of 6 cents 
per page, each student's exams 
should cost less than $2.50. That · · 
leaves $12.50 or a.total of $11,250 · 
unaccounted for. So Gordon, what's 
the deal? Are you planning on 
buying yourself a new suit? or 
another conference table? Add a 
little .more to that amount and you 
could hire. a part-time professor · 
to relieve the load on the current)y 
overtaxed one. 
~rofessor Smith has approached 
this situation with humour and 
patience. What else can he do? Ne:xt 
time you're going to ~haft the 
students Gordon, don't make it so· 
~bvio1:1s. Maybe you've forgo_tten 
The New Hampshire 
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Letters ( con_t.) 
BJood 
To the Editor: pints. We hope that you can help 
Since we of Red Cross Blood us reach the unbelievable 100,000 
Services are to celebrate your return this year so you can share in the 
to us, your lovable Wildcat himself achievement, at a time when col-
w ill be with us- who is better to lection must increase everywhere 
represent- all "our cats" at our to meet .unbelievable patient needs 
opening blood drive for the year which continue to grow and grow. 
ahead! With you also will be student To accomplish this goal, we must 
groups from all .campus segments collect 5,473 pints which is not 
who will greet you to make your impossible in our four drives. We 
first visit a pleasure! Among them will keep a running record as the 
will be our Hockey Heroes and year goes on and perhaps 1988-89 . 
Cheerleaders to add a bit.of spice! will go down in the history of 
Before I go into an idea I have student concern! 
for this year, I wish to stress again To help keep people aware of this 
that you cannot get AIDS from effort, the Greek System and ROTC 
giving .. All needles used are sterile volunteers are asking other loyal 
. on arrival and used only once- at campus groups to join then in this 
the site, the used needles are kept attempt of a special contribution 
in a ~afety container and are incin- and spread the word before each 
erated at Manchester Hospital the drive. 
following day. Red Cross must Therefore; I am (as usual) again 
protect you as well as the recipient appealing toyou all to make our 
to make our program work. This first round a good beginning for 
safety regarding any health problem a very happy ending! Love you all! 
has existed before AIDS ever Jarry Stearns 
appeared on the scene.: · Your Durham Red; Cross Blood 
UNH drives began in 1952 and Chairman 
in April 1987 had collected 90,000 "- • 
·Add/Drop 
9! 04Ce/ ~ ()J(2MV-
wn, 
&b o/1: sharrv, . 




By Elizabeth ·tote 
I'd like to share a little of the frustration I've 
had dealing with the UNH beaurocracy, as a warning 
to freshmen or others uninitiated with how things 
run around here. . . 
I recently got in the mail a thick-·envelope from 
the business office, which came postage due. Inside -
was my supplemental bill, which I had _been 
expecting since my GSL hasn't been "dispersed'.' . 
- yet. Also in the_ envelope were the supplemental 
bills of FOUR other students, with names alpha-
- betically near mine. · 
Realizing. the mistake; I called the UNH business 
office and tqld the young man who answered the 
phone that I had received the bills .of four other 
· students and it came postage due. . 
Laughter crackled over the line. "Just a minute, 
I'll connect you to my supervisor," he said. 
A woman picked up the line. · . 
"I got bills· for four other students," I told her. 
Laughter. "Did you really?" she asked . . 
"Yes, and it's not funny. It came postage due," 
I said. 
1 She told me to please bring the other stugents' · 
bills to their office, and the University would pay 
the 20 cents postage due. . 
Jeez, thanks .. I was really mad. 
· Not about the damn 20 cents, but at the 
incompetence that had resulted' in the bills getting 
to me in the first place. · 
And what about the other four students? If I, 
or whomever else got their bills, had thrown them 
· away, the business office certainly wouldn't be 
laughing when those st~dents . said they ne:v~i" got 
their bill. Or mayl}.e.Jhef'.wouJd laugh, all •fl1ie way 
to the-bank w.ith i hhie'w $T1; faYe·-1ee frQI,Il each 
of them. -,►."; --, • ' ·. . >;, ·\ 
Needless to say, l brought the bills fo the biisiness 
- off ice a few days later. I ducked my head into an 
office with two workers in it. 
"Where do l go to drop this off? I got bills for 
four other· students that came postage dtie," I asked. 
Laughter, again. They directed me to a woman 
at a desk, who directed me to another woman at 
a desk, who finally took the bulging envelope. 
"Sorry," she said. 
Yeah, right. 
It makes me wonder about all those times that 
some university office or another told me I didn't 
file a form, send a check, or sign a paper. I can just 
imagine some bored paper-pusher misfiling a paper 
with my name and social security number on it in 
the circular file. -
Elizabeth Cote is a senior Resource Economics 1,iajor, 
Def ending the .Flag 
By Peter Dupuis 
QUESTION: Is it wrong to display the American 
flag in the United States? Apparently to some at 
UNH, the. answer is yes. 
opinions on them also believe that they have· done 
so to me. If quietly hanging a flag on a wall is 
obnoxiously forcing my opinions on them, what 
is their justification in physically defac_ing that 
flag? Should people be denied their right to voice 
their opinion just because they choose to exercise 
Recently, I entereg the riews room of WUNH that right by displaying the Stars & Stripes? , 
and was greeted by the flag of the -S0viet Union The· flag of Nazi Germany certainly is an 
hanging on the wall. Granted, there's . -)thing illegal · appropriate symbol of what can happen when people 
about displaying the Soviet flag, and if someone deny others the right to think as they choose. But 
To the. Editor: , such a waiting list f~r a required wa~ts to _believe in th~ ideology it stands for, that's · I hardly think a legitimate analogy can be ma4e 
Co_me on stude_n~s, let s st.0 P course. Think about it. their busmess. · . . · between Nazi Germany and the United States. I 
messmg up the ~fficient allocatton •As an afterthought, should this ~ However, I chose to display .the Amencan flag. also find it ironic that the people who would _make 
of scarce seats m co,urs~s! Today practice persist some Professor may During the last two weeks that flag has been the that analogy would choose to fly the flag of the 
many of you are_ scurrymg madly suggest aloud that a $3 I5 fee be target of ridicule by some station members. They Soviet Union, the country that still, even under 
a~out trym~ .to fmd a Professohr to as_sessed to the 'invisible' droppers have stuck thumbtacks into it and have hung it Mikhail Gorbachev, .terrorizes people with the 
sign a drop shp for a course you ave 1 k d b t · • · · · f · d · · - f . , or at east a wee en e spen ~n upside-down. One afternoon! arnved to m a Nazi KGB's iron claw and ·that still refuses to tear down 
not even set oot mto so you wont a set of stocks (after all we are m fl d d · h ·If · h I · 
be hit with a $25 fee. My concern N E 1 d) . f f TH 11 ag an a note tape to It t at se -ng 
teous y the Berlin Wall. 
(actually downright anger) for this F_ew ng ant · Fm rhomntnowo-ldaof· professed, "This f!ag is placed here. to remind us Apparently, those who penne·d the note· think .1 trst semes er res e u f . h · -' • · d ·h 
b · f 
practice centers on Jhe spi lo~er course be exempt. These actions o ourng ts to our own upmmns, an · ow o nox,ous I am _guilty of '-'obnoxious" behavior and of " orcing 
impacts to o~~er s~udents. There would help tq internalize the they ca1!-, be w~en we f_orce them upon ?thers. my opinion" on others. Logically, if I am guilty, 
are many wa1tmg lISts fo~ courses e.xternalities. Hopefully, public Thanks. Notw1thstandrng the poor Enghsh, the then so are administration members who display 
currently at or ov~r capaoty based conscience will prevail. You just note was a weak attempt at attacking the USA, the the flag in their offices; the whole University-System 
on the r?sters. Thmk what trau_ma never ~now, a~ Admi_nistrator may flag, and those who choose to display that flag. ' for flying Old Glory in front of Thompson Hall; 
and amuety, you ared. perpebtratmg read.this and hke the idea of a large Before I go futher, let me stress that I am not .and, finally, anybody who chooses to fly it at his/her 
on your fellow stu ents y your fee or penalty d . WUNH - I . h 11 h d' 
inconsiderate actions. My sincere · · · Dr. Doug con emnrng _ . . . no~ ~m. sayrng t at a own home. !stand accused. As to t e, ver ict, you 
hope is that each and every one of RECO 411 student~ th~re belie-ye m nd!culmg t~e fla~. What be the jugge. 
· 
vou 'invisible seat holders' is on I am dou:1.g 15 defendmg the nght to display It. _Peter D,up,uis is news director for, W.UNH and a 
· · · · · _ .... I_ wonder if ~he people that believe I forced my . member of the Young Republicans · · · · 
L 
I 
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GREAT AMERl~N -
SMOKEOUT . 
TAKE A BREATHER 




• Floppy Disks 1 • Laser Typesetting 
• FAX Setvice • Instant Pas.5port Photos 
• Resumes • Stationery & , 
• CollatinK & Binding · · Office Supplies 
. kinko•s· 
the copy center 
51 Main Street,. Durham _ 
868-6322 GIVE BLOOD, PLEASE 
l ..;' 
I 
_MUSO -is now offering 
· . beginning black & white classes and darkroom use . .. 
· Starting ·sept. 20 classes ('vailabli .. 
I • 
· TueS. or Thur_s. nights from 7:30 to 10:00 for$45/semester. ~ 
I , . 
Darkroom use is also available for $35/semester. ·. · 
- -
·lll .. •iaclll•·1r11~!·!! 
. . . ' 
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Arts & Entertainment 
• ,j • • 
~ - - ~ ~- - -
~ I I J ~ ~ 1 ~ 
Th~ Steven , Dance Cof!1pany will be performing thei.i brand of modem dance on 
:Octobe; 18-an_4 19 at ~he ~aul 6eativ~ Arts Center as part of the 1988 Celebrity Series. 
Tic~ets ari $3. More i~fo to follow. 
Betrayed · ov~rrides · flaws 
pect; he radiates a glow of corn; 
By Marc A. :Mamigonian wheat and manure, so we know 
There is so much that is good -at once -that he is the m:an, ebe 
and important in Costa-Gavras' there would be no film. 
new film Betrayed that it seems_ -· Of course Costa-Gavras 
·almost ungrateful of me to point knows that we know, however, 
.out its not insignifigant flaws. Winger doesn't know and she 
Its importance lies chiefly .in falls in love with the guy (by 
its subject matter: an investi--= now, you can _erobably see the 
gation of white supremacist plot pieces fafTing into place). 
,:RrHV.P~ in Am~rica's heartlan~ _ Berenger also happens to be a 
and,' by implication, all over the widower, handsome, and per-
country. Such weighty matters sonable. She does_ not believe 
are not easily dealt with on the that this paragon of bucolic 
screen ( they usually fall into· the - virtues could be a Jew hater, a 
made. for T.V. movie territory- blackhater, or anything other 
:·1 Was A Klansman for the than what he seems, but she 
F.B.I."), but Costa-Gavras·' forte -finds out otherwise when he 
is investigative fiction. That he :lecides to let her know the truth 
succeeds in Betratyed as -well md takes her on a "hunt" with 
as he does is admirable; that he his budd~es: The qµarry of the 
fails in some areas is almost hunt is a black man. She is 
inevitable. horrified, but, forced to main-
'J;he film opens with the taiQ. het cover, she goes along. 
murder of a controversial Jewish They stalk the man, give him 
radio talk show host in Chicago a gun to make things "fair," and 
-by a group of uniformed white blow him away V{ithout mercy. 
supremacists (an incident ob- In many ways this sequence 
viously based on the murder of of revelation is both the film's 
Jewish talk show host Alan Berg best scene and the root of its 
· in Denver). Debra Winger is troubles. There can be no dert-
t_he F.B.I agent sent undercover ying it's stunning (if calculated) 
!o th~ farming ?lidwest to effectiveness; itis terrifying, 
investigate a possible suspect, repulsive -and fascinating all at 
played by Tom Bere~ger. Be- once. The horribly dazed and 
___ ~ng~~ ~~~IEs_an_unltkely sus-: _ fright~ned look on the black 
man's face just before they blow 
him down leaves an unforget-
table image .. 
However, after convincingly 
establishing Berenger as a Mr. 
Nice Guy who just happens to 
be a neo-N azi ( obviously-no easy 
feat), the film runs out of places , 
to go. All that can possibly 
follow can be the film's march 
to its logical end. . ~ . 
Winger begs off the case, but 
the bureau needs her to get more 
information, so she goes back 
She has to continue to play his v 
lover but it becomes obvious 
that she is not just acting. She · 
still feels an attraction to him 
despite the ugliness that · he 
represents. Is her life that 
empty? Is the illusion of nor-
m:alcy that he and his freckle-
faced son and daughter present 
so appealing? This unresolved 
con0ict inakes Winger hard to 
believe at times, although she 
is still effective in her usual "I'm 
just as cute as a button but I can 
cuss and holler like the menfolk" 
manner. 
Given that th~ horror of the 
organization that Berenger be-
longs to has already ·been dem-
- onstrate.d ifi" dramatic fashiori, 
BETRA YEO, page 16 , 
Reserved . yet intense 
Eric Clapton with_ Buckwheat others absorbed some of the 
Zydeco · , applause. 
Great Woods, Mansfield MA _ Claptop. and band offered a 
Tuesday, Sept. 13 · rich, enjoyable hit-filled cross 
By Arthur Lizie section of EC's twenty-five years 
Eric Clapton is still content in. the music business, ranging 
to be jus-t another_ guy in the from ancient Cream Jracks to 
band, cuts from his recent solo albums. 
Since the breakup of the failed Although !IlOSt of the songs 
supergroup Blind Faith, Clapton were all-too familiar FM radio 
has tried diligently to avoid the · staples, most were given at least 
blinding glare of publicity, often one new twist, often from Mark 
prefering the tole of hired hand , Knopfler's always inventive 
(Delaney and Bonnie, Roger guitar, to keep the proceedings 
Waters, Michelob) over top intere~ting. · ' 
billing. Tuesq.ay night at Great While Clapton's vocals were 
.Woods, _although he did.make competent, singing never put 
frequent forays into the spo- money in _his wallet; the guitar 
· . dight, guitar in tow, EC was a was the star of the show. The 
solid team player, willing to play high point of any Clapton show 
_ support whe-n necessary while occurs when ~C leans back, 
closes his eyes, and melts his 
soul into the guitar. This magic · 
moment occured a few times 
Tuesday. First, in the evening's 
second song, a bluesy version 
of Cream's "White Room," EC 
made a spiritual connection with 
his guitar in a libetating if 
understated wah-wah solo. 
Secondly, on the ballad 
"Wonderful Tonight," EC let 
hold of a subtle, romantic solo 
which made up for an average 
song. The song even elicited 
screams from nearby teenage 
____ girls; it's a little hard to imagine 
EC as a sex symbol. · 
Lastly, on the deceivingly 
optimistic "Motherless Ch~ld-
CLAPTON, page 16 
Sleepers fade 
\ 
into statµs quo 
_I 
Reckless Sleepers 
Big Boss Sounds 
I.R.S. Records 
By Arthur L1iie 
A decade ago the pop . music 
world would have killed for a 
listen to Reckless Sleepers, but C 
now the group just blen,ds in 
with countless other entries in 
the American fraternity of 
bands writing· breezy, rion-
committal pop songs. Not to 
say that the Sleeper's debut 
album, Big Boss Sounds, is a bad 
record, because it isn't, ju.sf to 
say that it doesn't distinguish 
itself from a lot of other music 
currently flooding the "alter-
native" airways. · 
-c The main somnambulist in 
_the Reckless Sleepers is the 
publicly invisible but critically 
lauded songwriter/ vocalist Jules 
Shears. Shears is best known 
to the general public (or two 
secondary . reasons: first, he 
· wrote Cyndi Lauper's "All 
Through The Night" and The 
Bangles' ,"If She Knew What 
She Wants"; secondly, he dated 
til tuesday's Aimee Mann for 
quite a while. End result of the 
demise of the Mann relationship 
is a lot of tunes with a lost love/ 
· breaking-up.:is-hard-to-do 
_th~me_, evident ev~n in the titles 
(''Tried To Please Her" '.'It 
Came Quick (And It Didn't Stay 
Long)"). , . 
Wbile the lyrical slant focuses 
on coming apart, the tunes · 
themselves are a bit too togeth-
er. Shears and co-producer Scott ,• 
Litt (R.E.M., dB's, ·Patti Smith) 
offer .very slick production, 
hiding some interesting times 
and stifling the· energy level in 
the process.' If "If We Never 
Meet Again" was a little rougher 
and a little more energetic, it 
might make as big a splash on 
the pop world as some of Shears' 
· giveaway hits: · 
The best songs here ~re the 
no-=nonsense foot stampers: the 
soul rave-up title song, "This . 
. Heart,'_' co-written by ja-ngly -
Heartbreaker guitarist Mike . 
. Campbell, and "Mesmerized," 
a funky horn track. The original 
version of the Sleepers also 
included ex-Cats guitarist Elliot 
Easton; his mark on the band 
is still felt in these and other 
songs both in Jimmy Vivino's 
linear guitar attacks and with 
an often Elvis Costello-i:;h song 
feel. 
.. While Shears didn't make a 
major commercial dent either 
on his own or with his Polar 
Bears, the interesting but faulteq 
Big Boss Sounds might_ be the 
record that mark_s the end of his 
re_ladve obscurfry . . 
_The Reckless Sl~~rs: from left, Jimmy-Vivino, Steve Holleyl 
Jules Shear and Brian Stanley. 
~ 
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DeNiro and Grodin p'ower Midnight Run 
By Rob HaUworth 
Robert DeNiro an~ Charles 
Grodin co-star in Midnight Run, 
an action-packed comedy that 
is sure to please ,even the most 
demanding movie-goer. . 
, The incredibly versatile De-
. Niro (Raging Bull, The King 
of Comedy, Once Upon a Time 
in America, and countless other 
· gem~ too numerous to mention 
here) plays Jack Walsh. Walsh 
is a streetwise ex-Chicago cop 
turned bounty hunter. Working 
out of- LA, he is hired by a 
bailbondsman to track dowrt an 
accountant who has embezzled 
15 million dollars and given it 
to charity. The accountant, 
Jonathan "The Duke" Mardu-
kas, is played by the ever-
amusing Charles Groc;lin (Seems 
Like Old Times, The Lonely 
Guy), 
At first I wondered if there 
would be any chemistry_ between 
Chuck and Bob. In the galaxy 
that is Hollywood they are from 
two different worlds. However, 
there is no need to worry here, 
the two work incredibly well 
together. DeN iro, excellent in 
most any situation does not 
falter, and Grodin, usually best 
as a sidekick, may even steal the 
limelight as the Robin Hood of 
further examples ca,n only reit""' 
erate without adding anything 
new. Still, some of the -sequences 
still retain much power. One 
weekend Berenger takes Winger 
and the kids "camping" at a neo-
nazi retreat. We see the whole 
awful organization in miniature; 
tp.e burning crosses, the Amer-
ican flags and swastikas side by 
side, the white hoods, children 
being . trained to use weapons 
by shooting at targets depicting 
blacks. and rabbis· and the stag-
gering military hardware they 
are amassing. They aren't wait-
ing for the ·a revolution against . 
the perceived Jew_ish/Zioriist 
dominated government and 
their black henchmen, they -are · 
creating one.' ·· 
Visiting the camp is an ultra-
conservative presidential can-
didate; who waves a bible and 
shouts "This is the only con-
stitution we need!" Obviously, 
if the revolution is televised, 
it will be on PTL or CBN. Of 
cou~se the bible I've read says 
' nothing _about killing Jews or 
Blacks, but maybe I was holding 
it upside down. - · 
ren," Clapton.strung out a mean, 
clean slide solo guitar: These 
three instances, building on an 
evening of spectacular work, 
exhibited why Clapton is now, 
as he always has been (he was 
God once, remember), a stun- · 
ning-master of the six string. 
The .other musicians were 
al.so more than adequate and 
often stellar at their respective 
duties. Ex-Dire Straits lead man 
Mark Knopfler was nothing less 
than brilliant whether cradling 
a melody in a ·rhythm role or 
taking an occasional lead. Hjs 
· acoustic workout on the Blind 
Faith classic ''Can't Find My 
Way Home" was beautifully 
mournful; unfortunately; he also 
p__rovided the only slow point 
of the evening, a meaningless 
run-through of "Money For 
Nothing." ' 
white collar crimes. 
Grodin is impeccable as the 
constantly nitpicking accoun-
tant, offering to-·balance Jack's 
diet as well as his checkbook. 
A~annoying as he may be to 
Jack, he never fails to earn a 
laugh with his know-it-all ex-
pressions, and never fails to 
sneak in the last word. He gets 
to know Jack very well, and sum:s · 
up DeNiro's character saying, 
"Jack." Subtle DeN iro trade-
mar ks polish Walsh into the 
well-rounded, likeable character 
that he is. As usual', he sarcas-
tically sneers, smokes and 
smart-allecks his way through 
his dialogue, adding the 
stammers and stutters that 
make his characters so believ-
able and natural sounding. 
Amidst a cross-country romp 
that sees this odd couple util-
izing all modes of trans porta-
t ion, d·irector Martin Brest 
(Beverly Hills .Cop) manages 
,·to throw in a car chase or two 
arid total a few dozen automo-
biles. Luckily though, the plot 
doesn't get bogged down in 
stunts and shoot-em-up antics. 
It does, however, contain just , 
· enough excitement to satisfy 
fans of the action-movie genre. 
Thrown in with the chases 
and chuckles are moments of 
BETRAYED 
(continued from page 15) 
- Clearly, t~e meat and potatoes 
of the film is Berenger' s char-
acter. It is obvious ( too obvious, 
at times) that much care has 
gone into making.him believ-
able; not just a mindlessly evil 
person, but an essentially honest 
one whose mind "has been 
twisted and fed with worthless 
foam from the mouth," to 
borrow a phras~. At first, he 
seems no more c'onservative 
than, say, the average Young 
Republican. It becomes appar-
_ent, though, that he is raging 
with hatred be<Zause of what he 
sees as the disappeatance of "the 
real America"; an America 
where family, church, and old-
_fashioried morals are the way 
of life. 
tenderness, including a touching 
scene between Walsh and his 
daughter whom he has not seen 
in 9 years: Here we see Walsh's 
vulnerable side, a side he is very · 
uncomfortable with and is hes-
itant to reveal. The scene shows 
the true, raw, emotional power 
an actor can possess, and that 
DeNiro possesses so much of. 
As if that weren't enough, the 
supporting cast is suberb as well. 
Yaphet Kotto play,s the ex-
tremely intimidating FBI agent, 
Alonzo Mosely, who chases , 
Walsh and "The Duke"Jrom 
The Big Apple to The Grand 
Canyon, and along the way gets 
caught up. 
John Ashton plays Marvin 
Dorfler, a rival bounty hunter. 
Ashton is delightful as the 
chain-smoking, gullible goof, 
also on the trail of the elusive 
Mardukas. 
· Also joining the parade are . 
mob boss Jimmy Serrano, a man 
whose hobby seems to be in-
venting new ways to inflict pain 
with everyday offo:e supplies_. 
The movie is now in its 
second running and is playing 
at a limited number of theatres. 
It may take a little hunting, but 
Midnight Run is definitely 
worth tracking down. 
the one at the Nazi camp. While 
feeding the poor farmers', 
hatred, they pretend to be 
looking out for their interests; 
while what they' re really doing 
is exploiting the fa'rmers be-
cause of their ignorance (I 
cannot urge you enough to check 
out Dylan's "Only a Pawn In 
Their Game" for the last word 
on the subject). 
· Betrayed; then, clearly is a 
film t:hat raises some important 
questions but is too smart to 
provide any easy answers. At 
the end, Winger's realization 
that Berenger's type is every-
where drives her to ask "Why 
. try to fight it ?" (in a very 
awkward "epilogue''). Finally, 
though, she. realizes that the _ 
It is made plain that the root 
of Berenger' s anger lay in his 
first wife's decision to abort a 
child. Typically, he blames the 
loss of these values on the 
corrosive influence of "outsid-
ers"; mostly Jews, blacks, gays, 
and immigrants of all kinds. 
However, what he fails to see 
is that he, and _ others like· him, 
is being used by politicians like 
. problem must be faced, and 
redressed, which is the point 
of the film. In this., Betrayed 
almost overcomes ii:s flaws. 
,CLAPT-ON 
(continued from page 15) 
Even if it .doesn ' t hit it big 
in Des Moines (it does for the 
midwest what Neil Young's 
"Southern Mar( did for the deep 
South),Betrayed is still an im-
portant film . . ·. , · · · 
.basststNathanbast,whoa1so Clapton's career features a 
handled some lead vocal chores, similar' high ·caliber perfor-
almost stole the show from the mance and matching quality 
two legends with a speedy, material. 
1 
· 
emotive, Chris Squire-ish bass Opener Buckwheat Zydeco 
solo on "Behind The Mask." · and his Ils Sont Partis Band 
Keybo~rrdist Alan Clark, also entertained with .a fun half hour 
late of Dire Straits, was used of Louisiana zydeco dance music, 
sparsefully but tastefully, step- best described as polka me·ets 
ping out front to unload the rhythm and blues. Wailing on 
· second lead in "Cocaine." ~ack- an accordian to a jumpy wash-
ground singers Katie )~issoon board and rhythm backboard, 
(Van Morrison) and Tessa Buck.wheat weaved joyous mel-
' N}les, percussionist Jody Lins- __ ·odies throughout five songs 
·cott, and drummer Steve Fer- including his own "Hot Tamale 
rone (Average White Band) also Baby" and a cover of Dylan's 
sparkled in their supporting "On A Night Like This." The 
roles. · · only problems with his show 
Overall, aside from the minor• · were minor but have the pros-
"! want my MTV" setback, there pect of growing larger: obtru-
were no major . faults in the · sive, misplaced metal guitar 
seamless s~ow. Here's hoping solos and silly pandering. Buck- · 
that the show . celebrating tfie wheat has a decent shot at being 
next tw7nty-five years of Eric a household name. 
Robert DeNiro and Charles Grodin star in Midnight Run. 
Dire Straits 
no more? 
By Arthur Lizie 
You've heard too much about 
them in the recent past and you 
will undoubtedly hear too much 
about them in the recent future, 
but here goes: U2. The album 
Rattle and Hum is scheduled 
to be released on October 3 with 
the film following on November 
4. A reported $ 5 million ad 
budget will be spent on the 
movie. The album track listi_ng: 
Side one: A live version of 
The Beatles' "Helter Skelter"; 
"Van Dieman's Land" sung by 
The Edge; the -first single, 
"Desire"; "Hawkmoon 269" 
featuring Uncle Bob Dylan on 
Hammond organ. · · 
Side two: A live Dylan a la 
Hendrix version of "AU Along 
The Watchtower"; a.live version 
of ''I Still Haven:r ·Found What 
I'm Looking For"; "Freedom 
. For My People,'' a song by two 
New York street musicians; a -
live "Silver and Gold," Bono's 
track from the Sun City album; 
''.Pride (In The Name of Love)," 
also recorded live . 
Side_ three: "Angel of Har-
lem," a new tune recorded at 
Elvis' haunts in Memphis; 
• "Love Rescue Me," co-written 
with Uncle Bob; "When Love 
Comes . To Town," featuring 
. RB. King on guitar and vocals; 
"Heartland"-with Brian Eno 
on keyboards. · 
.:Sidefour:·"G6d'Part 11," a new 
tune; "The Star · Spangled 
Banner," also a la Hendrix; a 
live "Bullet The Blue Sky"; "All 
I Want Is You," a new tune with 
the Heartbreakers' Benmont 
Tench on keyboards. · . 
Islan_d ·recording artist Peter 
Himmelma11, newly wed son-
in-l~w. to the previously men-
tioned Uncle Bob, is following 
· in the footsteps of Billy Joel, 
UB40, and Pat Metheny, tour-
ing the Soviet .Union. The six 
city tour hits such cities as 
Erivan, the capital of Armenia, 
Dushanbe in the Uzbek, and 
Alma Alta, near China. Peter 
gets November 7 off to celebrate 
the October Revolution. Hope~ 
fully the turnout will be better 
at these concerts then it has been 
for Soviet artists touring Amer-
ica .. . Van Halen, \trying to help 
promoters recoup from the big 
summer financial bloodbath, 
A.KA. The Monsters of Rock 
Tour, play the Worcester Cen- · 
trum on October 18. Tickets 
went on sale this morning ... 
Love and Rocket's debut album 
Seventh Dream of Teenage 
Heaven is finally being made 
avaifable domestically. The al-
bum, long a popular .import 
seller, includes three extra 
tracks, "God and Mr. Smith," 
a re-mixed and edited version 
of "Dog.,End Of A Day gone 
By," and "Inside The Outside." 
In spite of a sound tongue 
lashing in this column last week, 
Y akov Smirnoff has not retired 
from show business ... In a 
Thursday Boston Globe article 
Mark Knopfler let it be known 
that Dire Straits. are no longer 
together. "I haven't been very , . 
public about it, have I?" said 
Mark, currently _on tour with 
Eric Clapton. More soundtrack 
work and a synclavier album are 
·in the near future . . . I still find 
it hard to believe that people 
w,otild watch a show called My 
Two Dads . . . The Stray Cats 
reunite for a one-off gig at 
Boston's Axis dn October 12. 
I'll believe this:· isri't permanent' 
when I see The Monke~s break 
up. . -
Tour News - Folk/ro(:k-
activist, not to _pigeonhole, Billy 
Bragg plays Boston's Opera;- ·· 
House on October 28 ... The· tall 
cool one himself, Robert Plant, 
will rock the Centrnm on Oct 
16 with Joan "Put another dime 
in the jukebox, baby" Jett op-
ening. Two weeks later, October 
29, finds former bandmate ··.":: 
Jimmy "I used to have big ' 
dragons on my bell bottoms but 
know I just don't know what's 
going on. Js this Cleveland?" 
Page at t):le · same venue ... . 
Midnight Oil have added a 
second night at Boston's Orphe-
um, October 9 to go along with 
the previously announced Oc-
tober 8 date. Remember, aside 
from featuring Australian abor-
. igines, · the show will also dis-
plays the talents indiginous 
Americans ... Bastions of bore-
dom, Boston, use their wort- ' 
hlessness for a good cause 
September 26 at the· Boston 
Garden · at an AlbS benefit. 
Treat Her Right open. 1 • Can 
you believe an AP· writer in an 
article the other day admitted 
· that he couldn't remember Felix 
Mantilla? -"What is America , 
coming to?" he questioned in 
a Heming\vayesque tone. 
i~~]1 
ti 
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ChanGes are, you already pick up The Boston Globe on the way to class. For a· 
. quarter a day, plus s1.2s on Sund~y, you g_et New England's top newspaper. 
d








deliveredktoThyo~r _ campbus add
1
ress at_ our great, :,:,_;,;,;,:,.;,:, 
1scounte co ege rate o on y . per wee . at s a su stc;l'ntia savings over the .. 
newsstand price. You can figure out the -exact percent you're saving with tfle 
handy calculator that comes with your pre-paid Daily & Sunday subscription. 
It's simple. FiH ·out the attached subscription slip and get it to your Boston Globe 
campus representative today. You'll get New En.gland's hottest entertainment tips ·· 
plus the best, sports coverage around. And seniors know that_ there's no better 
place to go job ftunting than in .Globe Classified. 
Figure it out! For great savings on a great newspaper, PLUS this great calculator, 
sign up today! · 
GREAT DISCOUNT RATES. 
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS! 
UNIVERSITY or NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Ful+ Year 
Specla! Campus Rates: 
Fall Term 
For just $2 a week, . 
· you can get 
Dally & Sunday . $2.00 a week $50. 00 $24. 00 
Dally Only $1.00 a week $26 . 00 $12. 00 · 
Sunday Only $1.00 a week. $24. 00 $1'2. 00 _ 
No df)livery during School ·Holidays or Final Exams. All ~ubscrlptlons are payable In advance by 
semester. Students with varying starting dates may have thejr subscriptions prorated. 
THE BOSTON GLOBE . i :=d;~=~ ~ ;~::fl;:; fo;;::;;;;.;,:;;:-c-;;-.:;;:;.; yo;:;;;;:;,~-:.:;;.-- - _,... - I 
... PLUS A FREE I 17 Madbury Road 
?! - ' : Durham, N.H 03824 · I · 
!.!:!· handy calculator. .r i;z:z::ay C/0 ~= Nu • ' ! 
_, 1vourName:... -- ·-·------ -~---------- ------------, 





Proclaiming the truth concerning Jesus Christ 
. . 
Sunday Worship -9:30 a.m. 
in Horton Social Science Center, rm.4 
Student Meeting - Wednesdays in MUB, 7 p.m. 
(Check information desk for room location) 
(' 
... J . ... .... :, .. '-' • 
t , -t,l\~ ~< ~;'.:,i ··t;'-.(~t~._;...-\..-\ J (.II-
,) 
. ..._____ 
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Monday, :Sept. 19 through Friday, Sept. 23 
12 _noon to 5 pm 
MEMORIAL UNION 
f:Portrait $3.55/hr 
I I Nude $7.00/ hr 
I 
I 
For more information 
contact the Dept. of th€} ·Arts _-
uvviinnnn ............. N"r/Ya ......... l'J'.Yi.l ......... ~UUU'..l~I.AIII.JIUII.III..IU'■Jl,JIUUI.A.~ ll'lc:P=a==u .. lCJ==A==~HICkt::;::s =~clC?==0==1◄ ..IC~==6=~•:IC 2=1=?11c:P=· =t◄IIC:. ==tHIIC► ==-◄~-
► 4¥ ➔➔ 4► •ac--:::> ► di :-+ HA 4¥ 4¥ 4¥ if► H► 14 ► 4 
ATTENTION MOM AND DAD! 
Subscribing to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
. . . 
· can keep you in touch despite the miles! 
· Covering the latest University news, arts, and sporting 
events, the award winning newspaper can be delivered 
. to your door step twice a week!! 
Subscribe _Now.!! 
ONLY $25.00 year -
$13~00 semester . 
1-------------------------------------------- ' . . 
I . 
I Mail subscription to: : 
I; TNH ------------ I I I · 
1 MUB, Room 108 ___
_________ 1 
, Checks may be made payable to 
: . Durh~m, NH 03824 . I 
"' I ..._ 
I -----------. I . · .L.ue.NewHampshire- · 
~~-------------------------------~--~-------J 
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BLOOM COUNTY ·. 
BLOOM COUNTY · 
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II BemK Y€flK 15 IIKOVNP 
711€ C/Jf<N€R Beef/(15€ 
IT'S ON 1H€ W/Nt? 
t!Ke f'6f(f(IM€ ... 
SHESAIPTHE " 
i·WORP. 
by Berke Breathed -~~~~--, 
by Berke Breathed .--------. 
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AH1 WEL-COME. TO CLASS 
You •VJM-W!TTfD DOLTS. 
TOVAY:5 l.E.5SON . _IS 
.S U~E TO PUT YOU 
TO SL~f.~ SO . 
WE 'U SKIP 11. 
MAIN ·sTRE.ET 
AS YOUR PRlS\DE-lff, 
:r WOULD L\i£. TO 
Rf.PORT D~ ,~.( 51AT€.. , 
OF it4E.. Ut'\\ON ; ... EV£~ 
,HOUGH OUR €.C.ONC>MY 
IS IN 5ttAM8Lt.5 ·· · 
INSTEAl>1 WE'!iE 
GOING TO TAI-}( A'BPUT 
THE MOST JLLOG-ICAL 
SY5T£t1 KNOWN TO 
f'Y1AN. ANYONE KNOJ/11 
WJ-IAT IT 1s; 
THE~€. 15 NC N€£.O 
i"'O U)QRRY \ F \v£ ALL 
Si\ Ct( TO~iH[ R, OST 
OUT' LUXUR\t.S,WOR.t< 
FOR HALl:" OUR SAl~, A~D 
i l(;~TcN ~ ~LiS, D.~,'?: 
by Michael Dowe 
by Kurt Krebs 
... ANO Now 0~ 
. TO T),IE. ~GR1C.O Ll'U~t 
RE.PORT • · · "TOMAiOE.S 
WILL · 8~ Go1Ni, UPI , 
9'-15 
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Fema le roommate to share beaut iful 2 
bedroom condo in .Newmarket. Fufly fur-
nished, conven ient location. 285 and y2 
util ities. 65.9-7818. 
· 4 bedroom house in Somersworth on bus 
r.oute. Must be seen- spot less, newly 
remodelled, fully appl ianced, washer and 
dryer, carpeting. Part ia l ly furnished. 
$950.00 lease & security. No pets. 692-
3031. 
1982 Dodge Cha llenger- Great condition. 
Only 60k. Sun roof, Alpine stereo, 5 speed. 
Red and black. Must see. 431-8527 or 436-
1631. $2000 or best offer. 
Pioneer AM /FM ea~ette car radio. Only 
$30. 679-8362 Michael. 
1976 FORD WAGON- New_ engine, runs 
great. Many new parts, goop tires. Meeds 
some bodywork and mufflerwork. Depen-
dable and cheap. On ly $600. 679-8362 
Michael. 
· Lotus 12 speed Racing bike- Schimario 
601 Series. 8 months o ld. $50 Cateye 
speedometer. Pd $600 asking $400. 431-
8527 or 436 1631. 
Motorcycle- 1986 Honda 450 Rebe l. Black. 
GLORY DAZE- Now hiring cooks and . 
dishwashers. Please apply in person. Ask 
for Tom. 
Mature Disab led Person In Search of 
Personal Care Attendant. Pay is $6 per 
hour. Hour.s are-flexible. Accessab le to 
on student campus. For more info. cal l Greg 
' at 1986. · 
Our sheet rock is up, but we need someone 
experienced to tape the seams. It's only · 
Jwo rooms, so ni'ghts or weekends would 
be fine. Call Denise 862-2674 days/ 659-
2619 nights. 
re ~I2::,~;~~1 •-1.1_:.!.~, _ j .. ~i~~~;❖~~~!~;~c~~;;~;;,~;;;;; 
t· ,.•· .:.- -- d· .. _IJ 
Montgomery Ward Refrigerator/ Freezer 
Office Workers Needed: Four Coilege Work 
Study positions availab le at the. Social 
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
$6.00 per hour. Call 433-0716. 
Educational Talent Search- An _on-campus 
program helping disadvantaged students 
with co ll ege plans, has an academic 
WORK-Si:UDY position open . Resp~n-
sibilities include: telephoning, letter writing 
and genera l, office help. Felxible hours . 
$4.50/.hour. Contact Carolyn Julian at 862-
1562. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS.:_ NEED FUR-
NITURE??? Want something that Will la~t 
longer than one semester??? FEATURING 
hardwood: bureaus, desks, beds, tables, 
upholstered chairs, accent tables, etc. Ove-r 
1 ,000 items in stock. A great place to bring 
your parents when the,y visit. 85 albany 
St . Portsmouth. Near Durham Bank on 
Islington St. OPEN Mon .. -Sat. 10-5 or by 
appt. 436-1286. 
· 1987 Scooter-Yamaha, black, eleetr-ic start . . 
Great condition. Asking $550. Call PolJy 
· ·772-4232. Can be seen in Durhi'lm · 
1982 DATSUN TRUCK- Heavy duty long 
bed, with cap, AM/FM casette, low milage. 
$1600. 659-2596 after 5 pm. 
Ava.nti Dorm Fridge For Sale- Excellent 
condition. $70 dr best offer. Scott at 7 43-
. 4326. 
Cannondale SR 500- Great condition. Must 
sell. $475 or best offer. Call Jay at 868 -
3447. 
FOR SALE- 13" Magnavox co'l~r TV- $75. 
Double Bed- complete $100. 749-2847. 
1985 Kawasak i 454 L T'ci_; "C,'re~t 6iite.:B"ut 
needs front end work . Asking $600,. Pet~-
862 -4365, or Will 743-3372. 
SCOTT SUNGLASSES- Lost in MUB 
Cafeteria on 9/12. Call Sarah at 868-5838 
or return to the MUB Adminstration Office. 
Thanks. 
For Sale,, 1982 Chev! Chevette- White with 
black stripes. Runs great, must sell'!!! Best 
offer takes it. Call today. 659-2396, 
combinaton- 18.6 GU . ft. automatic, frost-
less, white. Excel lent c~dition: $100 868-
6307. 
Mature disabled p,erson in search of 
personal care attendant. Pay is $6.00/hour. 
Hours flexible. Accessable to on student 
Campus. For more info. call Greg at 1986. 
Helper fo·r ciisabled person . $6 .00/hour, · 
no experience needed. Easy work. Great 
boss. Call Dan at 692-4764. 
MODELING: Photographer entering fashion 
photo contest. He wins you win $1,000. 
He loses you win $100. lnter.ested? Call 
926-9999. . 
WANTED! Students ans Clubs to join the 
'88-'89 Student Travei'Services' Sales 
Team . Earn CASH and/or FREE Winter 
and Spring Break vacations. Trave l with 
. the best to our exciting ski and sun 
destinations. For _more info. call 1 -800-
648-4849. 
Would you like to join us in cheering up 
some nursing home residents on Sunday 
morning? We the brothers of A 770 coed 
national fraternity (dedicated soley to 
service) invite yol::l to have fun with us 
helping others. Meet at the MUB at 9 a.m. 
Earn Serious Cash as a Domino's P-izza or ca ll Y:43-4326. 
delivery person. You cah earn between ------~"'-- -----
$7 and $10/hour and you don't need a earl NHOC OPENING TRIP LEAVES SATUR-
Thin l< of all the money you can make in DAY at 7 ~-.m: from main entrance of MUB. 
ooe or two days p.e; week. ,,,., . Be there .en time._ Have questions? Ca ll 
· . . , • . :- .; . ;, :· .. ., ... · . ~t,0 NHOC of{ice (rt:rr.:'13Q MUB) at 2145. 
Domino s Pizza ,s looking for inside per- ·. . •: - . . 
. sonal. Work as li tt le as one or two:days Dear Kurt- Do you stil l love us? Carrie and 
a Week, and earn $4-$5.50 per hour. We're _E_K_. --------~-..:'.._ __ 
located in the Durham Shopping Center. McGlaughlin 134- I'm really a shy boy at 
Work Study Help Needed. Students needed heart. Actually, I've never had a girlfriend , 
to .help with the analysis of snow and ice so go easy on-me. -Blue Hat from AKAK-,-
sa,~ples from Greenla,nd and Antarctica. 
Good pay, flexible -hours-and no experience Ride needed -to Burlington, ·VTl !! Any 
needed .' Contact Dr. M. J , Spencer. ext. weekend1!.Will share expenses. Call Brenda 
3157 Rrn.343 SERB. 868-3873. 
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STRAFFORD PLACE 
STUDIO ROOMS FOR _RENT 
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED 
Call 868=2192 or 868-2065 for 
information. Only a few rooms 
left. 
10-14' Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
To my freshman camp cos- DEB and 
DOUG- I m iss you guys. Hope your 
semester is going really well . Let's get 
together soon' The Fonz 
-Laura- Can you say chutes and ladders 
& hopskips in the same night? Let's try it 
again sometime. Meet me friday at Glory 
Daze for happy hour- no -Ralphs al lowed! 
Becky. 
The Debate Society will hold an informa~ 
tional and instructional, meeting at 7 p.m . 
on Tuesday, Sept. 20th at The Senate room · 
in the MUB. All undergraduates are wel -
come. 
Happy B-Day Alex, Lauren, and Donna, : 
Mr. Shankly loves you and promises a big 
ki!?S some night when you're sound asleep 
Happy Birthday Hannah Banana! Let's do 
our usual celebrating! Love Ya' Michele 
and Mary · 
1 
· 
To th.e great l0oking blond I saw Fr iday 
night leaving the MUB. I would like ,to meet ' 
you (I'm the guy in the tie). Meet me anytime 
in the MUB. I live there 
Steph- To Steph who I feel is beUer than 
the rest. I've had the best of times with you 
in the past and look forward to the·future. 
- Ev 
Terrence, HOffs, and Bob, you guys are 
. the balls. Y.ou guys are the sickest partiers 
in the house. A-Z Lives . 
Thank you Anne, Jonathon, Colleen and 
Scott for putting up with me, We did it guy;_ 
. I love ya - S 
Sue- you were great- Thanks for Rye. Mike 
· and Michael! 
Hey you Crewers, I love ya1 You're the best · 
f.riends ever' Let's make this semester one 
to remember! Love, the Crewer who 
Choked Second . 
HEIDLES!! WHOOOAHIIII *Happy Birthday* 
yo u mad woman, I mean "Little Lady "I! ! · 
Love Lizzard PS. I hope you have some 
'_' chicken" for your birthday, ha, ha!!!!!! 
French . mini-course, MW 6:30 -7: 30, · 6 
weeks. Casual! $20. .• · 
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOME-
LESS- meets Thursda.ys at 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
1n Ham Smith Rm. 126. Come make a 
difference. 
PAGE TWENTY-ONE 
PIANO, ORGAN & KEYBOARD ' LES-
SONS- Experienced teacher with Music 
B.A. from U.N.H. Tamara J. Rozek 749 -
2971. 
TAE KWON-DO- Korean art of self-
defense, classes in Durham at Oyster River 
Elementary School. M·~w. 6-7 p.m. Contact 
Matt Randall 743-3215.· 
Horses Boarded- box stalls, riding ring.-
trails. near by. Twice daily cleaning and 
feeding. Turn out available upon request. 
$160 per month Harness & Saddle training 
also available. Sunswept Stables- 743-
'3632 or 742-6533. 
NOW OPEN- Lost Chord Records- All 
your Rock & Holl needs. 491 Central Ave. 
Dover, N.H. 
Feelfng Cramped- need more room in your 
dorm? We have St_uoent Rates for storage 
of your personal belongings call 332-4234 
during day or 868-2~79 after 6:00 p.m. 
Typing/Word Processing- Term papers, 
reports, theses etc. All work quaranteed, 
prompt service 7 49-2968. 
Want more space in your dorm? Store your 
personal belongings at Special Student 
Rates call 868-2779. 
MUSIC LESSONS- recorder, voi;e, piano, 
violin, lute. Private lessons and ensembles 
in Medieval, Baroque, Classical and dance 
music for all levels and ages. Exp lore 
sounds in P'urham with Persis Ensor- 659-
2721 . .. 
ATTENTI ON - FAC ULTY, STUDENTS 
AND CONSUL TANTSIII_Word Process~ 
ing/Typ in g Service- Resumes, Manus- . 
cripts, Theses, Correspondence, Mailing 
Lists . Professional quality. IBM/Diablo 
equipment. Over nine years experience. 
Call Victoria Benn, 9:00-5:00 p.m., Monday-
Saturday, 749~ 1365. · 
TYPING/WORD PROCES~ING-'- profes-
sional quality . Spelling accuracy guaran-
teed. SAVE yourself time & money by r:;a lling 
NOW Dover, 742-2037~ 
MACS, MACS; AND MORE MACS- If 
you're looking to, seH your Mactintosh or 
• yo u need ·10 buy one , look no farther. 
Desk Top Performance buys and sells used 
· Macs, hard disks, m.emory upgrades and 
peripherals . DeskTop Performance gua-
rantees competive pr ices and qual ity 
service. Call 617-247-2470 · 
.... 
' ' 
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Soccer blanked 
,iby UMass team 
By John Dubois 
The UNH men's soccer tfam 
continued its slide Wednesday 
with a 3-0 loss to Massachusetts. 
The 'Cats' could find no offensive · 
power as the Minutemen 
opened up their season with a 
victory. , · 
The 'Cats were in trouble 
early. when Steven Cesnek of 
UM ass fired in a goal at 2: 3 7 
1 of the first half. As it turned out, · 
that was all the Minutemen 
needed. Fo~ insurance, UMass 
added a goal by Peter McEvoy 
at the 14: 16 mark and Cesnek 
netted his seconcl goal at 57:00 
toput the game away. 
For ONH, fullback Doug 
Starig put in a very solid per-
formance. When asked what 
was the 'Cats problem, Stang -
replied, "They beat us one on 
one, consistently ,all day._" 
Coach Garber said he believes 
the problem ·is that "the whole 
team has to move quicker as a 
unit." He added, "We are not 
moving the ball quick enough 
on our feet." The 'Cats appear 
-to have speed individually, but 
they must put the parts together 
to be successful. 
The Wildcats travel to Prov-
idence on Saturday as they 
attempt .to climb back up to the 
.500mark. The 'Cats performance looked 
like an encore of Saturday's loss 
to URI. New Hampshire mus--
tered only 6 shots on goal, none 
of which could pene_trate the 
defense of UMass keeper Sam 
Ginzburg. · · 
Following the game"at---Prov-
idence the team will travel to 
Keene State on Wednesday. 
Then the 'cats begin a four game 
home stand starting on Saturday 
the 24 the Eagles of 
The 'Cats could riot seem to get to the ball as UMass handed them their second consecutive 
Boston '-""'&&'"·""''"· 
shutout defeat. (file photo) 
Massachusetts proved to be too much for the men's tennis team as they spoiled the season 
opener for the Wilcats. (file photo) 
, Men's tennis squad falls 
By David Aponovich 
The UNH mens tennis team 
dropped its opening match 
-Wednesday, bowing to Massa-' 
chusetts, 3-6. 
' The Wildcats, ·who lost five 
lettermen from last year, could 
manage only one singles victory. 
Glen Whelden defeated UMass' 
Tom Demarais, 6~2, 6-1. 
The 'Cats' doubles teams did 
fare a little better. The team of 
Brian Baker and Tom Jackman 
defeated Rich Stowe and Chris 
Johnson of UMass',)-5; 6-4. 
Whelden and Brian Brady also 
combined for a New Hampshire · 
doubles -victory., as they downed 
Mike Soto and Mark Goodman, 
6-4, 6-4 . 
Coach Berton felt that, des.:. 
pite the loss, his team had not 
played _poorly: "Peter Carlisle, 
Tom Jackman and Brian Brady · 
' played well in _the-singles, but· 
not well enough to win." He 
summed it up this way, "We 
should have had a better day." 
The . mens' next match is' 
scheduled for Friday at Maine. -
. New Hampshire Wildcat football 
home·opener at Cowell Stadium 
1 :00 pm ~aturday 
Women athletes · 
given honors 
. By l\1ike Stjnson co-sports edi-
tor 
The Department of Women's 
Athletics has released a list of 
its outstanding athletes from 
this past spring. The depart-
ment announced the name of 
those athletes who, through 
1 their efforts, have distinguished 
themselves as some of the best 
in the region. 
The women's lacrosse team 
had five players receive special 
recognition. Selected for the 
United States Women's La-
crosse Association (USWLA) 
All-America first team were 
-Katey Stone, Anna Hill, and 
, Narsiff_ and Brown participated 
in the 1988 North-South All-
Star Game. · 
Nine members of the outdoor 
track squad' also received special 
commendations. Sandy Richter 
and Carol Weston were named 
· All-East for their efforts in the 
javelin while Karen Wenrriark 
was named for hammer. · 
Richter, Weston and Wen- , 
mark were also named Afl-New 
· England as we.re Jen Briggs 
(10,000 meters), Joanne Mar-
shall (high jump), and Jen 
Halstead, Melissa Bart, Tammy 
Toselli and Dawn Enterlain ( 4 
x 800 relay). · 
Cathy Narsiff. Stone and Narsiff The sports st~ff at The New · 
were also named to the Brine Hampshire would like to con-
All America first team. gratutate each of these women 
All three women were joined for their honors. The women's 
by Emily Brown on the Brine athletic programs here at UNH 
Al~ Region first team while Liz have been strong for years. We 
Brickley made honorable men- commend those who have 
ti9n: In addition to these awards, _ helped to continue this tradition. 
Women lacrosse players were among those recognized for athletic 
achievement last spring .. (file photo) - · 
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Sports 
Field Hockey tops Vermont · for 
. . -victory 
The field hockey team charged on to their second victory against no losses at they defeated 
~h~ Catamounts 2~0. (file photo) _ 
Huskies tough 
foe for Wildcats 
, By G. H
1
• Elder 
·Just when you thought 
UNH's growing pa_ins might 
make this-a long season, the 
'Cats opened up by pasting 
Colgate 21-7. · . 
While it was a co·nvincing 
victory, UNH faces a very 
powerful Connecticut team this 
week. Last week UConn crushed 
. Richmond 35.:12 and instantly 
became the favorites in the . 
Yankee Conference. 
The Huskies will be led into 
action by last season'sYankee 
Conference Rookie of the Year 
Matt DeGennaro. DeGennaro 
is an outstanding quarterback 
in his own right but he has a 
huge offensive line in fro'nt of 
· him. These players average 275 
pounds and are reported to be 
v,ery strong. 
I . • . ' 
, Hampshue ·needs to keep the 
ball out of the Huskies hands 
in order to be in tl1is game. 
Attempting to do this will be 
a tough defensive squad. La~t 
week saw noseguard Sherm 
Beatty and freshmen Gebff 
Aleva each come up with two 
sacks to help the cause. Safety 
Gary Jordan also looked impres-
sive in coming up with two 
interceptions while keeping 
Colgate's .receivers off balance. 
One problem the 'Cats must 
conquer is their tackling. The 
Colgate game saw several op-
portunities missed. UNH can-
not have this happen and still 
expect to win the game. 
By J. Russel Pabst 
The UNH women's field 
hockey team used some stingy 
defense and super all arou,nd 
play by left back Deb Blumen 
to shut out the University of 
Vermont 2-0, Wednesday after-
noon in Burlington. 
Like their previous game 
against Virginia, the Wildcats 
faced a very aggressive and 
· challenging squad in Vermont. 
"They're (Vermont) a very 
physical team;·· head coach 
Lauren Fuchs said. "The had two 
people on the ball at all times 
especially in the second half~ 
It was definately a challenge." . · 
The Wildcats got all that they 
would need when forward Mar-
: jorie Long scored in the first 
half. Sunday's hero, Cyndi Cald-
well assisted, giving UNH a 1-
0 lead. 
Although the 'Cats played a 
very solid firsthalf, they could 
not keep up the intensity for 
the first 15 minutes of the 
,econd half. 
"We lost that aggressiveness 
that we had . in the first half " 
,aid Fuchs. "Instead of beati~g 
them to the ball, they were 
:>eating us." · · 
Goaltender Stacey Gaudette 
put in another superb perfor-
mance between the pipes fo r 
UNH. In notching her first 
collegiate shut out, Gaudette 
also lowered her goals against 
average tb 0.50. 
. Laurie Geromini added a big 
insurance goal in the second 
half, givrng the Wildcats a 2-
- 0 lead, and a chance to breathe 
a little easier for the remaining 
minutes of the game. 
Although the 'Cats are 2-0, 
Fuchs still sees some· things on 
which her team needs to work.. 
"We had a lot of shots on their 
goalie a~d a lot of rebound , 
· opportunities which we couldn't 
capitalize on. We need to work 
on those, especially since the 
North Carolina game is coming 
up (this Saturday). 
North Caroling, the 1987 
NCAA championship runner-
ups, will pose the biggest chal-
lenge for UNH early in the 
season, if not the whole season. 
_ "They are a very, ver,y strong 
team," Fuchs commented. 
"Th_ey are the type of team that 
capit~lizes on your mistak~s.-
We're going to have to play an 
errorless 70 minutes. We can't 
afford the kind of lapse we had 
(against Vermont), to happen 
Saturday. · 
The game, at Northeastern 
University, was originally ~lated 
for 1 :00 pm but has been 
changed to a 2 :00 start. 
un top of this, Connecticut 
also has an excellent defense·. 
Last week they held Yankee · 
. Conference champ Richmond 
to only 150 yards rushing. The 
Huskies also effectively shut 
down Richmond's last ditch 
effort passing attack. In essence, 
UConn controlled the ball from 
The Wildcats are facing anoth-
er problem spot heading into 
Saturday's contest. Bill Farrell 
suffered a bruised shoulder last 
week and was not a definite for 
tomorrow. Also injured was 
Tom Joy, who usually backs up 
Farrell. He will be out for a few 
UN:" hopes . a fine aerial ~ttack' will help provide a victory over Connecticut in a big Yankee 
Cm1ference match up Satruday. (file .photo) · · . . 
· both sides of the line. 
For their part, UNH must put 
together some sustained drives 
to be effective. Last week the 
'Cats had three huge plays that 
decided the entire issue. Bob 
Jean threw a couple of 30 plus 
yard touchdowns to Chris-
Braune while Norm Ford ex-
ploded for a 54 yard run. New 
weeks with a knee injury. 
The game has the potential 
to be a high scoring affair. due 
to the offensive fire power of 
Triumph on the greens, 
··. both squads. It will all come By Kevin Connelly 
down to a matter of ball control. The UNH 1,11en' s golf team 
UNH needs to control the extended .their streak to 25 wins 
tempo and keep UConn's of-· in match play as they downed 
fense on the bench. . -,------- URI by 24 s'trokes Tuesday 
This game has the potential . afternoon at the Portsmouth · 
to determine who will rule the CoumryClub. 
Yankee Conference. Find out All five of the UNH golfers 
at Cowell Stadium, this Saturday performed well, shooting a 
at 1:00 pm. . · combined 385 to URI's 409 
(North Eastern cancelled earlier 
. that ' morning wh]e Holy 'Cross 
failed to make an appearance). mance, praising Goebel's (earn 
Freshman Jeff Goebel led the leading 75 in his debut. "We 
squad with a 3 over par 75 in played real well as a team, I was · 
his first intercollegiate match. impressed with Goebel's out-
Pat Szturm finished with a 76 . ing.'.' 
turning in a round of 35 on th~ Coach Pope wi'll be taking 
back nine, while Kevin Dean Goebel, Dean, Scott, Szturm and 
Art Scott, and Scott Faber sho; Austin 'Ace' Eaton to Bowdoin 
77, 78 and 79 respectively. - for the weekend _trip as defend-
Coach Pope was extremely - ing cha.mps of the Bowdoin . 
pleased with his team's perfor- Invitio'nal. 
